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ABSTRACT
This research examines the potential contribution of ‘soft-engineered’ rural
structures to flood-risk reduction, and seeks to persuade statutory authorities that
such an approach is worthy of practical demonstration. Communities which flood
are under particular threat both from weather extremes, and from the cumulative
effect of past development. However, until the threat from flood damage translates
into loss, construction of expensive 'hard' assets such as upland dams is unlikely
to be resourced. Against this background, high friction floodplain features which
attenuate flow and increase flood storage are of interest, particularly as, in lowland
areas, riparian buffer strips are already promoted via government incentive and
best practice guidance as environmentally beneficial.
The research was carried out at the confluence of the Rivers Severn and Vyrnwy
which lies on the Welsh/English national border in a productive alluvial valley
dominated by flooding. A two dimensional model was constructed from both
remotely sensed and survey data; and calibrated against hydrometric archives.
Variable resolution point-clouds covering c.32 km2 were analysed by terrain
feature and re-assembled in a modular condensed structure. This novel technique
allowed not only land and flow surfaces to be discretized productively, but also
model length, point-density and boundary conditions to be optimised for effective
computation. Multiple experimental ‘broad-hedge-weirs’ (of dense, stiff vegetation)
were introduced as features and their hydraulic performance was analysed in
terms of both form and roughness. The effect of alternative weir configurations on
attenuation storage volume was measured.
The research both confirms the extent and form of flood-risk within the study site
and demonstrates a sustainable technique of managing flood-waters which would
otherwise exceed thresholds of loss. It shows that significant increases in reach
scale storage (up to 1.3 million m3 in 5. 3 million m3) and flood-wave attenuation
are gained with minimal lateral impact on the floodplain wet perimeter

Keywords: Flooding, Exceedance, Attenuation, 2D modelling, Riparian,
Sustainable, Biomass.
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“The closest association of past human activity with hydrological
balance, relief and stream networks of the river basin has been
achieved through the operation of drainage and irrigation systems”
(Smith 1969, cited Newson 1997)

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
This paper recognizes the significant influence hydrological control can have on
human activity and asks 'Can flood-waters be managed beyond thresholds of loss
through attenuation rather than resilience?’ and 'Can a predictive model of such be
condensed to inform stakeholders locally, and in real time?’
It considers methods of flood-risk management by riparian land-use in rural
‘piedmont’ floodplains where overbank flows are significant, where terrain allows
worthwhile storage, and where value at risk can be protected by the engineering of
longer duration peaks at lower ‘stage’ (water surface) levels.
1.1.1 Extreme Weather: The flooding of homes and businesses is a significant,
real and present threat to the wellbeing of many communities. Numerous research
studies, such as that of Carlisle (Convery and Bailey, 2008), preface introductions
with harrowing examples of catastrophic local loss. During the conclusion of this
study alone, Queensland and Brazil suffered globally significant inundation (UKBBC online, 2011). In the UK, events in 1998, 2000, 2004, 2005 and 2007 are well
documented (UK-EA online, 2007).

There is evidence also, albeit more contentiously, that risks are increasing,
induced by extreme weather linked to climate-change.

“It is now widely

recognized that the most significant impacts of global warming are likely to be
experienced through changes in the frequency of extreme events, including
flooding (Fowler and Hennessy, 1995). More recently, the UK’s Climate Research
Unit (CRUEA) has reported that “over the past 100 years the intensity of UK
precipitation has increased during winter” (Osborne and Maraun, 2008), resulting
in an increase in prolonged rainfall during these periods (Figs.1 and 2).
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Figure 1: The black line shows the contribution to each winter's total precipitation made from
‘heavy’ precipitation days, and can be seen to increase towards the end of the century. The
1961–1995 average is indicated by the dashed line. The shading represents the uncertainty
due to the incomplete spatial coverage with rain gauges.

Figure 2: The number of days each winter that fell at the end of a 5-day spell of ‘very wet’
weather, indicating the number of days per winter on which there is a risk of flooding.

1.1.2 Exceedance: In general terms, flooding causes economic loss and loss of
well-being when volumes and flows exceed the capacity of the conveyance
systems on which human populations have come to rely. This excess capacity is
referred to as ‘exceedance’.
Rainfall intensity and duration cannot be controlled; increased conveyance within a
system to handle high-flow events demands balancing reservoirs to reduce
downstream impact – not easy to negotiate in a densely populated built
environment. Therefore upstream attenuation of exceedance flows is important
and a highly significant factor in reducing risk to people and property. Urban valueat-risk often lies at the heart of a rural catchment. Put another way, urban zones
are generally surrounded by a rural sponge, potentially capable of absorbing floodwater exceedance incrementally and providing the upstream attenuation
aforementioned.
2

1.1.3 UK Flood & Water Framework: Within the UK, areas prone to flooding are
defined and controlled by UK Statute. The Water Resources Act (WRA) (UK-GOV
online,1991) makes particular provision in relation to flood-risk management. The
Land Drainage Act (LDA) (UK-GOV online, 2007), now operating under its 1991
revision, broadly pre-dates the WRA and makes provision for low-lying managed
areas within the larger water resource catchment. Riparian ‘right’ has origins in
English common law and includes “responsibility to pass on flow without
obstruction, pollution or diversion affecting the rights of others. . . who have the
right to receive water in its natural quantity and quality”. (UK-GOV online, 2008).
The devastating floods of July 2007 in the UK prompted widespread reassessment
of flood management culminating in the Pitt Report and the new UK Flood and
Water Act (UK-GOV online, 2010). This act has addressed the complexity of water
administration, broadly looking to consolidate responsibilities by assigning
understanding of flood management issues to the Environment Agency, with
delivery of mitigation and recovery procedures resting with relevant local
authorities. Interest in the issues is not restricted to these organizations – with
each region involving a diverse list of stakeholders, as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Abridged stakeholder listing (UK-SGOV online, 2008)

Stakeholder/Source

Sub-source

LLFA
LLFA
LLFA
Water Supply Agency
Environment Agency
Executive
Internal Drainage Boards

Flood Authority
Planning Authority
Highway Authority
Scottish Water
Flood Risk Dept
SEPA

British Hydrology Society
Media
Academia
Residents
Library
Internet
Infrastructure

University of
Dundee
TV & Newspaper
Research & Teach
Jrnls, Church recds
Bridge plaque

Type

Comment

Prevention Schemes
Flood Risk Assessments
Infrastructure
Flood Incident
Post Flood Survey
Indicative Flood Mapping
Post Flood Survey
Archive Chronology

Reports
Feasibility studies
Known areas of flooding
Reports
Archive of past events
Also online
Archive of past events
www.dundee.ac.uk/geography/cbhe/

Flood Reports & Images

Also online
Specific study
Particular anecdotal
Historic augment
Numerous anecdotal
Historic augment

Written and Photo archive
Written and Photo archive
Epigraphic

Recent labels ‘Make-Space-for-Water’ and ‘Water-Level-Management’ (parlance
for ‘flood defence’ and ‘land drainage’) allude to the importance of stage to
management. Current payment of ‘Foreign-Water-Grant’ between UK authorities
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makes an economic connection between spatial zones, and underlines that one
zone’s drainage is another’s flood. The recent concept of ‘SUDS’ seeks to manage
such connections.
1.1.4 Water and Wellbeing: It is indicative of the convenience of water for
conveyance, environment and sanitation that urbanization has prospered at
riparian locations. The human and physical aspects of water management are
therefore inextricably linked.
The Water Framework Directive (WFD) 2000 (UK-EUGOV online, 2011) works
alongside flood legislation and aspires to ‘good water’ – i.e. it acknowledges the
importance of water to our mental, physical and economic health. However, these
are undermined if water is out of control in respect of quality and/or quantity.
Whilst the risk to physical health from soiled water is significant, regulated and
documented (Kay et al . 2008), recent work on the psychological impact of living
under threat “may be exposing the tip of a larger iceberg” (Reacher et al , 2004).
“Findings demonstrate that even relatively small, localised flood events may
seriously disrupt people’s lives and have a significant impact upon their physical,
but particularly on their mental health and well-being”. (Tapsell and Tunstall, 2008).

Of course a significant factor in an individual’s response to the potential risk of
flooding is controlled by the quantification of this risk by insurance underwriters.
The capacity of built systems of conveyance is often related to the notional stage
level of a 1:100 year storm (such an event is of 1% risk and is alternatively
described as ‘100RP’; i.e. having a return period of 100 years). In broad terms,
property logged spatially at between 3% (30RP) and 1.3% (75RP) flood-risk is
vulnerable to insurance

blight (UK-ABI, 2008). Recent flood defence systems

range from 5–10RP stage for the protection of rural value to 75-100RP stage for
urban schemes (UK-GOV online, 2001). It is only in recent years that planning
policy has tightened to ensure that development is sensitive to flood-risk, leaving
many existing structures and drainage networks vulnerable to blight (e.g. urban
domestic housing - Fig.3).
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Figure 3: An example of adjacent urban doorstep levels built to different flood-risk/climate
regulation.

1.1.5 Rural Solution: In the UK there is some recognition by national and regional
executive of the relationship between agricultural, environmental and hydraulic
operation of floodplains. “A managed, established, vegetated and unfertilised
grass/woodland buffer alongside watercourses enhances biodiversity and
encourages the following of a natural course, which contributes to flood control
and improves water quality.” (UK-SEPA online, 2009):
Furthermore, “Defra is currently in the process of developing targets for reducing
diffuse water pollution from agriculture . . . The overall positive picture assumes
the effective use of policy instruments, such as

cross-compliance and agri-

environment schemes, in targeting DWPA issues . . . CAP reform is therefore
likely to make a positive contribution to the achievement of Water Framework
Directive targets” (UK-DEFRA online, 2004).
Whilst acknowledging recent work at UK sites, notably Pickering, Ripon, and
Stroud (Odoni and Lane, 2010), (Posthumus et al , 2008),

(UK-Defra, 2008),

(Broadhead, 2009), what is less evidenced is the adoption of strategic floodplain
roughness to manage exceedance flows. This study investigates such rural
solution by experimental modelling of hydraulic flows in a floodplain where stream
networks are managed at both farm and community levels. In particular, riparian
buffer strips are considered for their potential as hydraulic controls of flood flows –
a use which compliments their acknowledged environmental functions in respect
of biodiversity and pollution control.
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A tenet of the study is that hedges in the path of floodwater form shallow weirs. A
system of narrow streamside buffer strips is presented as capable of controlling
flood-water exceedance and loss as well as promoting diverse benefit in respect of
economic goals, biodiversity, sustainability, and pollution. Community (IDB)
managed low-lying areas are seen as a natural traditional form of modern SUDS.
Hedges (for flood and pollution control) are compared to ditches (for drainage
control). Both are presented as developable elements of modern compliant grantaided agriculture.
1.1.6 Field Evidence:Thus it is visualized and defined that dense stiff vegetation
which creates a functional weir of approximately 0.2 m will occupy a width on the
ground of between 3 m and 5 m (depending on local surface-water velocity). The
precise width and density is not material to the study. The simulation in software of
such porous resistive structures is reported in Chapter 3, but by way of
introduction, illustrations from the study site are presented here (Figs.4 and 5).

(Thumbnail Fig.41)
Figure 4: Typical floodplain hedgerow morphed in width (thumbnail cf. Fig.41) to visualize its
development into a hydraulic structure (OS grid location 32460, 308500, 66 aod; marked ‘X’
Fig.22).
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Figure 5: Field Evidence of hydraulic headloss at typical floodplain hedgerow overlaying 0.5 m
Lidar. (OS grid location 327150, 312900, 62 aod; marked ‘CC’ Fig.23). Headloss estimated c.
200 mm in a 10RP event (PIDB, pers. Comm.)

The role of porous structures is acknowledged by the 2D software modelling
community, “Fences can cause significant blockages to floodwaters and they have
the added complication of tending to collapse during a flood” (Syme, 2008); also
by

executive

agencies

“A

managed

grass/woodland

buffer

alongside

watercourses . . contributes to flood control and improves water quality” (UKSEPA online, 2009).

1.2 Research Aims, Objectives and Structure
At present, a prevailing culture is evident within UK government and institutions to
promote flood resilience to reduce loss. As a result emphasis is being placed on
assessing and accepting flood risk rather than on creating solutions to reduce it.
Resilience is relatively straightforward to implement and, for new-build,
advantageous with minimal lateral impact. By contrast, a focus on risk reduction
requires an ingenious approach in both technical and community terms, exploring
methods which work with the natural environment to avoid the threat of loss. One
such approach is the design of vegetative attenuation upstream of areas at risk,
7

which delays the arrival and reduces the level of flood waters downstream, thereby
enhancing the stage levels of new or existing resilience.

1.2.1 Hypothesis: It is proposed that engineered riparian vegetation (i.e.
multiple farmed hedgerows) can attenuate floods which would otherwise
exceed downstream thresholds of loss with minimal lateral impact.

1.2.1 Research Aims: Building on the foundations of existing research (Section
1.3), the main physical aim of this study is to quantify and compare the storage
capacity of a typical rural floodplain as its terrain roughness is increased and
thereafter to quantify resulting downstream attenuation; the main human aim is to
enable communication of this potential benefit in real time.

The anticipated outcome for this research is the stimulation of both research and
government approach which amalgamates consideration of biodiversity, pollution
control, and flood defence, unifying stakeholders in the commissioning and
implementation of these natural and low carbon attenuation structures – with
particular focus on riparian land-use. To this end, the research aims to develop
methods which are communicable, credible and beneficial to stakeholders. For the
project, such methods are defined as productive. In particular, graphical
publication of numerical raster and vector data is promoted.

Issues of riparian rights and agricultural cross-compliance are linked to the
approach, as is a notion of competition between solution by attenuation and
solution by resilience

1.2.3 Research Objectives: The following six staged objectives are identified:1. To design a spatial digital framework of points based primarily on land-use
features, (i.e. channel lines, stream lines, and thick polygonal-boundary
breaklines).
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2. To develop the terrain and CFD mesh elements for productive, distributed
modelling of the study site at effective resolution.

3. To simulate the porosity of rural features in terms of form and roughness.

4. To investigate the efficient coupling of short inundation models to form a
productive process taking account of storage capacity, lateral impact and
computation.

5. To experiment with the connection of channel flow and floodplain storage.

6. To assess the resolution of the models not only in terms of the effective
representation of irregular rural features, but also in terms of optimum
streamed communication of results – i.e. for productive simulations capable of
building confidence among stakeholders.

1.2.4 Thesis Structure: The thesis is arranged into six chapters. Chapter 1 paints
the background to the project and lists the complex issues which affected the
choice of method and field-work. Chapter 2 describes the study site in terms of
the research goals and lists available source material. Chapter 3 considers
available analysis code and the development of raw data into a point-cloud and
element-set productive for numerical analysis. Chapter 4 explains the three
numerical field tests handed to the hydraulic modelling utility to solve. Chapter 5
considers the results in terms of the objectives. Chapter 6 summarizes the
conclusions which can be drawn from the modelling process.

1.3 Literature Review
Irrigation and river regulation has stimulated science and society, and has
benefited populations (Forbes, 1955). In the historical context, such paraphrase
needs little argument. The modern setting is more complex, but research is
empowered by reliable data, useful tools of prediction and an audience
increasingly aware of sustainable multiple benefits. Particular authority is drawn
from the reliable sources summarized below.
9

Figure 6: Generic river regulation (courtesy Jones, 1997) showing relationship of reservoirs
(dark-grey), groundwater schemes (pale-grey), water extraction (arrows) and urban zones.
The current study site lies at the undeveloped heart of these traditional regulatory controls.

The generic work on Global Hydrology by Professor Tony Jones is acknowledged
and for background the reader is referred to the sections which cover the Upper
Severn , and which define statistical and numerical methodology (Jones, 1997), In
particular, modelling is described as a simplification of reality in respect of process,
and of both spatial and temporal discretization. Natural process and antecedent
conditions are cautioned as inherently variable, exhibiting both stochastic and
deterministic elements, and reflecting “that it is not possible to measure everything
everywhere”. Caution is recommended also in relation to climate change, that
“recent records will not be a good guide to future risk” – a sentiment echoed by
McMillan and Brasington, (2008) who state: “If non-stationarity of ‘accelerated’
flood-risk due to human factors of climate change and land-use is accepted as
existing in the flood generation process, this violates a critical assumption of
conventional, statistical flood risk assessment”. Aspects of floodplain ‘zoning’,
channel modification, and recent river regulation are also of interest – in particular
the scheme and effect of zoning the River Yarm (Fig.7) to protect urban value-atrisk by upstream attenuation.
10

A

B

Figure 7: Aerial image A (courtesy EA-online) and graphic image B (courtesy Jones, 1997) of
Yarm river management. Pale grey areas indicate zones of attenuation upstream of the urban
area of high value-at-risk.

Research into similar systems is current in several UK locations. For example, the
Water 21 – Slad Valley Project north-east of Stroud: “By dispersing floodwater

throughout a catchment, attenuation sites can be smaller, much cheaper than
conventional solutions, more acceptable to local opinion and able to share the
benefit of water resources throughout the community. This paper demonstrates
that there is ample space for this dispersed upstream attenuation approach in the
Upper Slad Valley” (Broadhead, 2009).

Low cost organic (vegetative) methods of attenuation are also supported by
research, and bring the tempting cross-benefit of sustainability. Dalton et al . (1995)
consider the functional effectiveness of vegetation and concludes that stiff-stem
hedges are effective for flood flow and erosion control on cropped floodplains
(Fig.8). The paper quantifies the hydraulic characteristics of stiff grass, in particular
the relationship between depth and discharge.

Trials are reported of closely cultivated vetiver grass – “a tall (1-2m), fast growing,
perennial grass which forms a dense hedge with extensive long roots when
planted closely in rows at 125mm spacing”.

11

Figure 8: Dalton's graphic describes a physical model of flood-plain flow through vetiver

hedges .

In addition, field trials funded by the World Bank in 1990 have evaluated the
conservation performance of vetiver in the stabilization of embankments and minespoil, and as filter strips along waterways to prevent the ingress of diffuse
pollutants. Vetiver end-products include aromatic oils, thatching-stock and
livestock fodder. Dalton et al (1995) provides evidence for the project that a dense
hedge can be designed to create a porous weir and thereby engineer the routing
of floodplain inundation.

Further organic experimental modelling has been conducted by UK Forest
Research. The study (Nisbet & Thomas, 2006) concludes that woodland planting “ . .
has considerable scope . . ” for flood defence. The main mechanism whereby
floodplain woodland could aid flood defence is stated to be the attenuation of a
flood peak, resulting in a lower but longer duration event. Floodplain woodland has
naturally carried out this role in the past and its removal has probably contributed
to an increase in flooding severity. The delaying effect on flood flows is assigned
primarily to vegetation roughness represented by Manning’s coefficient and both
1D and 2D models are presented to evaluate this effect (Fig.9).
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A

B

Figure 9: Graphics illustrating attenuation achieved by woodland floodplain plantations A
conceptually and B in profile (courtesy Nisbet & Thomas, 2006).

Thomas’s method of analysis and choice of software influenced the author’s
methodology. In general terms, minor watercourses lie across the floodplain, and
streamside dense buffer strips (represented by GIS ‘thick lines’) would have a
similar effect to areas (represented by GIS ‘polygons’) of woodland. However it
was felt that the 1D legacy method was less suited to a ‘breakline’ scenario of
multiple disparate hedge weirs than to single woodland polygonal blocks. The
comprehensive analysis of alternative modelling utilities carried out by Hirschowitz
et al (2007) is also acknowledged.

Methodical simulation is indeed a key element of both scientific understanding and
operational decision making. Wicks et al (2005) consider 2D modelling “to be a
very worthwhile approach which should become widely used in the UK”. Whilst
these authors had a particular association with the relatively high-cost commercial
application ‘TUFLOW‘, they generally support 2D analysis over 1D to which they
assigned a more supportive role of “substantial resource”. Effective use of
commercial linked 1D/2D methods is also covered, albeit that the paper reports
primarily on the comparative performance of different code on existing, rather than
on experimental, terrain. In relation to rural study sites, the paper lists advantages
of 2D finite element irregular-grid code (e.g. accuracy and suitability for
floodplains), disadvantages of 2D finite difference regular-grid code (potentially
inaccurate topographic definition), and implies heavy skill-subjective work in
defining 1D-2D links.
Accurate digital terrain is an essential element of hydraulic simulation, and data
acquired from Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) combines accuracy with high
resolution. Effective steps of data filtration and merging are described by
13

Mandlburger et al . (2009); in particular, “… a series of preprocessing steps”.
Methods of discretization of both the floodplain digital elevation model (DEM) and
derived hydraulic mesh (Fig.10) are discussed so that both element geometry
(such as angle criteria) and underlying topography are accounted for.
Mandlburger concludes that “irregular thinning of overbank cells . . . leads to
meshes . . well suited to HN (hydrodynamic numerical) analysis”. This further
endorsement of structured variable geometry computational mesh encouraged the
development of a novel technique of lidar resampling for the Upper Severn rural
site.

Figure 10: Perspective view of hybrid hydraulic computation mesh of an urban site; overbank
being irregular distribution whilst channel cells are structured to align to the principal flow
direction (courtesy Mandlburger et al , 2009).

In a rural site, hedges make a significant contribution to hydraulic roughness.
Fences which “. . . may act like a weir . . . ” are considered by Syme (2008).
Proprietary 2D TUFLOW modelling code is reported by Syme in respect of wetting
and drying of 2D element sides (so that the element sides act as a thin (no storage)
barrier until they are overtopped), and of “porous” fences (e.g. a picket fence).
After evaluating and investigating alternative methods of representing buildings
and fences, Syme concludes that “increasing the Manning’s n value or applying
form losses are good options, especially if the 2D element size is coarse. Form
losses are arguably a better representation of the energy losses caused by the
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house, in that the energy losses are better described by contraction and expansion
losses as the water flows through the building. Another advantage of these
approaches is that the Manning’s n and/or form loss values can be varied
according to the building type. However, the difficult decision to be made by the
modeller is what are appropriate [Manning’s] values to use!”

Figure 11: Comparison of velocity patterns of different approaches to CFD flow through a
building (red shade indicating higher velocity) (Graphic courtesy Syme, 2008).

Manning’s n values of between 0.05 and 100 are considered. Whilst his paper
considers primarily the porous resistance of buildings in flow paths (Figs.11 and 12),
Syme’s conclusions form a reliable foundation for the experimental representation
of thick hedges by both form and roughness described in Section 3.3.3.

Figure 12: Comparative hydrographs of the treatment of the porosity of buildings (Graphic

courtesy Syme, 2008).
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The choice of the modelling code itself relies on informed comment from published
literature and is discussed in Section 3.1. Steffler and Blackburn (2002) see the
challenge of computational mesh design as the optimal distribution of flow
elements - “closely spaced nodes in regions of high interest or flow variation,
gradual changes in node spacing, and regularity of element or cell shape being
important considerations”.

They emphasize that modelling simplifies reality to

focus on what is considered important, “and even for this subset, we do not always
understand behaviour completely – turbulence being a classic example”. Depth
averaged modelling is formulated on the basic physical principles of conservation
of mass and momentum and on a set of constitutive laws which relate the driving
and resisting forces to fluid properties and motions (Fig.13). The finite element
method is analogous to fitting a curve to observed data; elements are defined by
connection between nodal points. “The biggest advantage of the finite element
method is geometrical flexibility. Elements can change size and shape readily,
allowing complex boundaries to be traced, as well as allowing refinement of the
mesh in particularly important or rapidly varying areas”. This Alberta University
team acknowledge the dilemma of providing enough discretization to minimize
errors, whilst yielding a solution in a reasonable time. This is the central trade-off
in computational modelling and impinges on the realization of the central aim of
this project, i.e. the streaming, in near real time, of modelled outcome.

Figure 13: Indicative definition sketches for the approach to the solution of mass and
momentum conservation principles. (Graphics, courtesy Alberta University online manual –
see reference for full legend and equations, and Section 3.1.)

Alberta University’s River2D model is a two dimensional, depth averaged
hydrodynamic model developed specifically for use in natural streams and rivers. It
is a finite element model, based on a conservative Petrov – Galerkin upwinding
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formulation. It features subcritical/supercritical and wet/dry area solution
capabilities. The program and associated utilities, example data files, and
documentation may be freely copied and distributed provided that use of the
model is properly acknowledged.
Finally, in this review, reference to river channel morphology is introduced. In his
cautionary paper, Chang (2008) reflects that “. . . any effort with regard to river
engineering must be based on a proper understanding of the morphological
features involved and the responses to the imposed changes”. In particular, he
notes that alluvial rivers are self-regulatory in that they adjust their characteristics
in response to any change in the environment. Such changes distort the natural
quasi-equilibrium of a river; in the process of restoring the equilibrium, the river will
adjust to the new conditions by changing its slope, roughness, bed material size,
cross-sectional shape, or meandering pattern (Fig.14). Simulation is commended.
“Modelling is the modern technique to determine both short-term and long-term
river channel responses to any change in the environment”. Current evidence is
that the Upper Severn riparian natural accretion is on-going generally at a rate of
over 5mm per annum (Brewer et al , 2005).

Figure 14: Traditional graphic of sediment equilibrium (after Lane 1955 cited Chang, 2008).
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1.4 Complexity of Flood Management
Successful management of water levels within a populated area requires a
complex mix of physical (topography, climate etc) and human (legislation,
wellbeing etc) issues (Fig.15) to underpin any simulation by numerical analysis.
This study recognizes that the adoption of upstream good-practice for the
perceived wellbeing of downstream populations will require communities to be
persuaded that there is a productive economic outcome to the work and that it is
not just a theoretical concept. A narrative of competing issues is presented in an
attempt to address transparently any uncertainty created by understandable
human reticence.

Figure 15: This diagram illustrates the threads and theme of the project. Water levels within a
valley are influenced by a diverse array of physical and human factors which, combined with
the necessary numerical analysis, present professionals and land owners with beneficial
solutions to loss.

Tables 2, 3 and 4 therefore summarize issues which affected the choice of method
and field tests adopted for the study. Abbreviations and acronyms have been
assembled in the glossary.
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Table 2:

Floodplain Control
Features

The conveyance and storage capacity of rural catchments is affected by the
‘roughness’ of the component flow paths. Therefore the character of land parcels
(field polygons) and hedges (boundary lines) is important as well as that of main-river
channels, watercourses, and tributaries. Whilst the valley floors (fields) are laid down
traditionally to low friction pasture, hedgerows, being high friction and capable of
precise long-term maintenance, have potential for exploitation as control structures.
In general terms, using structures to convert the kinetic energy of flood-waters into
potential energy (i.e. held behind a weir/dam) enables management of water
concentration times (by attenuation) which in turn affects downstream stage and
thresholds of loss.

Resilience &
Attenuation

Both these physical techniques offer solutions for exceedance management.
Resilience, the product of cautious pragmatic expedience, accepts exceedance as a
given and looks to cope with its effects through strengthened structures and services.
It is perhaps tempting as a relatively simple; high-private-cost, low-public-cost
expedient option. Conversely attenuation, which attempts to reduce or eliminate
exceedance, is perhaps the more demanding but more sensitive option – but one
which has, arguably, greater potential for hydraulic control and human wellbeing. (UKEA online, 2007b)

Climate & Landuse Change

No study of flood-risk would be complete without reference to climate change.
Precautionary adoption of default nominal best-practice ‘20%-for-IPCC’ is an effective
driver of relief delivery (i.e. of solutions). Surface-water flooding is assigned to the
failure of built systems, whilst fluvial floods are considered more natural. For this
study, the focus is on expedient organic rural defence capability to redress decadal
impermeability increases (for convenience of local human built activity) and make
space for the likely extremes of climate change. (UK-SGOV online, 2008)

Holistic
development

Whilst stream-side buffer strips are often monitored by executive agencies and
promoted for their biodiversity role, only in Scotland are their multiple role
acknowledged. “ . . bio-diversity . . .flood-control . . . diffuse pollution from fertilisers
and faecal contamination . . . and sediment loss”. (UK-SEPA online, 2009). In other
UK regions, Defra, Glastir, Environment and Forestry agencies make broadly similar,
albeit less advanced connections. (UK-EA online, 2007a)

Sustainability
& ‘Carbon’

In respect of sustainability, a floodplain managed for attenuation is in effect a large
scale SUDS. The productive farming of biomass is positive in respect of carbonfootprint. (UK-Defra Online, 2005a). A research goal which risked negative carbon
impact would be difficult to defend.

Uncertainty
and Loss

PHYSICAL ISSUES

Statistical envelope curves of objective maximum possible events are not considered
in this study. However, reasonable estimates of loss-thresholds are considered. An
organic physical structure is presented as a worthy and defendable challenger to
scientific uncertainty, being capable of continuous upgrade to defend against
changing levels of risk, as uncertainty evolves.
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Table 3:

Local
Instruments

Political will and scientific research both influence outcome. Flood risk management
(FRM) is a local re-active rather than a national pro-active industry. Examples of
‘Events-dear-boy’ (Wikipedia online, 1966) accelerating delivery are not difficult to
find. Most recently, July 2007 losses in the UK delivered the Pitt report; Oct 2000
finally delivered Shrewsbury’s contentious demountable defences (EA, pers.comm).
Re-active pragmatism suggests that solutions be modelled and communicated ready
for delivery ‘off-the-shelf’ as natural events unfold.

National
Instruments

In the UK, diverse institutions influence the management of the environment – such is
modern democracy. DEFRA, SEPA, WAG, EA, IDBs, LLFAs, legal statute, riparian
right, Forestry Commission, water supply utilities, all exist for the community. Such
diversity underscores the role of communication, visualization and transparency in the
research project.

Continental
Instruments

In Europe, mechanisms (‘Directives’) for cross-border compliance are now
established. In particular, the Water Framework (WFD), and Soil Directives (SD) drive
issues of quality and, potentially, drag parallel issues of quantity (such as erosive
polluted over-bank flows). Sustainable development (SUDS) in particular has been
stimulated in recent years by continental targets. (UK-Defra online, 2000)

Lateral Impact
& Funding

Attenuation zones, which have potential for flood-risk gain, can present to the
upstream land-owner a horizon of disadvantage which must be considered in respect
of cost and compensatory income. Balancing this, community and interest group
funding drives current good practice (UK-EA online, 2011). Wildlife promotion and
biodiverse areas attract parallel funding of roughness; international (CAP) compliance
promotes multiple benefit from land-use change.

Asset and
Liability

Water itself is a composite vehicle delivering at the same time both nutritional and
waste-disposal services often across national and community boundaries. It is a
liability if uncontrolled at high stage and high velocity. Water that is good (WFD) for
populations is presented in this study as clean and under effective control. (UK-EA
online, 2007b). Opportunity exists for economic connection (i.e. a levy) between
urban water ‘demand’ and rural flood control ‘supply’.

Economic Loss &
Communication

HUMAN ISSUES

Extreme flooding is capable of delivering total loss. Permanent threat of such loss
undermines wellbeing. Insurability and property blight quantify loss, and indicate
worthwhile extent of flood-water attenuation. The effective communication of
developable solutions to populations at risk from under-managed hydraulic flows is a
thread of this research.
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Table 4:

Scale
Data
Code

Not only is there now a rich vein of high quality data, but also a wealth of modelling
code for both 1D and 2D analysis, both open-source and proprietary. Assessments of
comparative performance of code are published but tend to be subjective and
inconclusive. Open-source code is more credible and transparent to stakeholders.

Effective numerical representation of porous structures such as dense thick hedges,
for productive hydraulic analysis, is a significant issue. Experimental techniques are
discussed and refined. In practice, floodplain conveyance is from field polygon to field
polygon through boundary hedge corridors.

Traditional coarse survey of river channels (by cross-section and chainage) serves unidirectional inundation modelling effectively. Floodplain relief and land-use is relatively
incidental to such uni-directional model.. However, the 1D technique is considered
ineffective for modern floodplain soft engineering (McMillan, 2006). Survey by remotesensing allows fine discretization for 2D numerical analysis of shallow inundation.

McMillan (2006) promotes also the case for coupled models of the whole process of
flood generation – an ‘end-to-end cascade’ simulation, from upstream rainfall to urban
inundation. For this project, whole hydraulic process is considered as a cascade, with
modelling initially in series and then in parallel. Intermediate gauge stations potentially
provide benchmarks for either prediction or calibration.

Accuracy
Precision
Sensitivity

GIS

Discretization

High resolution Lidar grids were developed both in relation to terrain features (3.2) and
CFD for computation (3.3). 15-minute stage–time series at strategic gauge stations
provide a solid foundation for both prediction and calibration. Legacy bathymetry data
is unreferenced and relatively coarse. As yet issued application data-sets do not
represent feature boundaries at effective resolution and are not standardized.

ProcessModelling

For this study and its study site, exceedance is defined as the discharge difference of
an 80RP (currently insurable) event over a 30-40RP (traditionally insurable) event, as
estimated by Flood Frequency (FF) analysis using FEH statistical rainfall-runoff
methodology (see appendix 1). The headline value for the Abermule to Rhydesgyn
study site is 3,000,000m3 (being 50 cumecs for 16 hours).

Digitizing

NUMERICAL ISSUES

Effective novel methods of data resampling, sympathetic to natural features, are
introduced. A GIS is built from Lidar grids, 0.4m aerial photography, and stream-line
vectors. “A geographic information system (GIS) integrates numerical data for
displaying geographically referenced information” (www.gis.com).

The notion of a productive competition between these numerical factors is introduced.
The approach seeks a level of precision which displays sensitivity, defends accuracy
and communicates effectively.
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1.5 Summary
The wide and complex background to flooding which influenced methodology has
been described. In the light of ‘Clear and Present Danger’ to people and property
from high magnitude floods (for which at present there is no solution), the paper
presents the value of seeking ingenious solutions to the management of stage
exceedance. and the perception that focus on minimizing the impact of floodwaters (resilience) can be complemented by wider goals as risk increases; in
particular, that of maximizing concentration times to rurally sustainable limits.

Red House Farm, Pool Quay
(Sun 13th Dec 1960)
One week after the disastrous flood. Mr DW
Hudson lost 94 cattle, 80 sheep, 24 pigs and
400 head of poultry.
“I was in the Somme in the first world war
but this was the worst night I have ever
experienced”, said Mr Hudson recalling the
terrible night of Dec 3-4. Throughout that
night, the cries of his drowning animals
never ceased
(Picture and caption courtesy County Times)

Figure 16 : Illustrating the importance of the topic

Field evidence (Figs.4, 5 and 62B) and referenced studies indicate that well-sited
vegetation is capable of creating useful attenuation capacity without increasing
lateral impact, and that practical implementation of such simulation is viable, and
sustainable.

Embedded in the project also is the theme of a ‘productive’ approach, i.e. one that
presents

an

achievable

solution

and

broadcasts

immediate,

practical

demonstration of results. Success is important as it could significantly reduce
economic blight and restore wellbeing to communities at risk, not only in the
immediate rural area, but also at urban sites downstream.
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2 STUDY SITE
To test the hypothesis that rural flood attenuation can compete with flood
resilience for effective flood defence and risk reduction, a site must exhibit

•

2.1 Catchment capacity (i.e. flood-risk supply),

•

2.2 Floodplain storage potential,

•

2.3 Downstream vulnerability (i.e. flood-defence demand), and

•

2.4 Adequate data resource for a theoretical model.

The Upper Severn to the south-west of the Severn–Vyrnwy confluence (Fig.17)
meets these criteria.

Figure 17: Upper Severn south-west of the Vyrnwy confluence. A is Abermule. R is
Rhydesgyn. The yellow ‘callouts’ highlight areas of project potential.
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2.1

The Upstream Catchment

The confluence of the Rivers Vyrnwy and Severn lies 20 km west of Shrewsbury in
the Welsh marches, and demands management of some of the highest rainfall and
fluvial flows in the UK (Fig.18). Both rivers can exceed 650 cumecs, and their peak
flows can coincide.

B

A

Figure 18: Relief (A) and rainfall (B) characteristics of the Upper Severn (courtesy Howe et al ,
1967).

The catchment is well described by Howe who comments in particular that “. . . the
introduction of drainage works in the upper Severn has increased the amount and
speed of run-off from major storm events” (Howe et al , 1967). Against this threat,
the physical safety of people and property in the confluence area is defended by a
precise system of mutually dependent argaes (levees) developed over some two
hundred years (Brewer et al , 2005; PIDB, pers comm). However as defences
have been managed, so the risks and stress have become more dramatic: As yet,
little attempt has been made to manage out-of-channel flows, although there is an
increasing awareness in government of the legislative rigour of the Water
Framework Directive (UK-Defra online, 2005b).
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To accommodate on-going research and make provision for pilot study, a site
demands particular hydraulic characteristics, and a reach of the River Severn
upstream (to the south-west) of Rhydesgyn (328100, 315050, 59 aod Fig.17 ‘R’)
was selected for the study. The presence of stage-sensitive zones of frequent
loss at Rhydesgyn underscored its suitability. Relief features, stream networks and
data resource suggested inflow at the Abermule primary Severn gauge station
(316518, 295768, 85 aod Fig.17 ‘A’). The confluence main river system is the
responsibility of the UK Environment Agency (UK-EA) acting as lead operating
authority; minor watercourses in the locality are managed by the statutory
Powysland Internal Drainage Board (PIDB). Other stakeholders, in particular the
Local Lead Flood Authority (LLFA), water-supply, wildlife, environmental and
sustainability groups, compete for influence and funds in river basin management.
Upstream of Abermule, a moorland area of some 570 km2 pours to the study site,
with significant urban development at Newtown. Out-of-bank flows average six per
annum (UK-EA hydrometric archive, 1998-2007). Development of the 980 km2
catchment upstream of Rhydesgyn has generally reduced flood concentration time,
anecdotally by some 12 hours in a generation (PIDB, pers comm). This is
confirmed by Howe et al (1967) “. . . that flooding on the rivers Wye and Severn
is increasing in magnitude and frequency, a phenomenon now substantiated by
the study of historical records”. There have been significant works of dredging for
urbanization of the River Severn at Newtown in the mid 20th century (Fig.19A).

A

B

Figure 19: Urban channel modifications at Newtown ‘A’ and location map ‘B’ (courtesy Jones,
1997).

To the east of Llyn Clywedog (Fig.19B) a major upland hydrological attenuation
scheme affects the site. “The Pumlumon scheme is a landscape-scale strategy . . .
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over a 40,000-hectare area of the northern Cambrians . . . representing one of the
largest and most diverse habitat restoration projects in the UK” (UK-EA online,
2010b).

2.2

The Study Site Floodplain

The site falls from Abermule to Rhydesgyn at an average grade of 0.08%. South
(upstream) of Buttington, the floodplain narrows naturally at two points, Munlyn &
Caerhowel, at which stage levels are recorded. A 100RP flood-wave is estimated
to wet c 32 km2 as the peak travels the c 33 km channel. The site divides naturally
into four developable sub-sections the characteristics of which are listed in Table 5.
In general terms, the floodplain is rural rather than urban in respect of communities
and property.
There are three significant tributaries (> 25 km2) and 4 minor tributaries (5 km2 –
25 km2). The Camlad (161 km2) and Rhiw (98 km2) are of particular interest,
having significant capacity to increase (or indeed decrease) concentration times to
Munlyn immediately downstream of the Dol-las triple confluence (Fig.21 ‘D’).
There are some eleven road/rail infrastructure crossings which cause attenuation
and affect flood flows (Table 5).

Station

Ref

Reach-Code

Catchment
Km2

100 RP area
km2

Channel
Length km

Fall / grade

Bankfull
X-section

Infrastructure
Crossings

Table 5: Upper Severn study site - general characteristics

Abermule

A

-

574

-

-

-

165 m2

-

Caerhowel

C

AC

595

2

5

0.1%

160 m2

1 road

Munlyn

M

CM

874

10

5

0.12%

120m2

3 road; 1 rail

Buttington

B

MB

940

12

12

0.1%

240m2

3 road; 2 rail

Rhydesgyn

R

BR

980

8

11

0.05%

200m2

1 rail

Totals / average

AR

32

33

0.08%

177 (av)

11
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2.2.1 Floodplain reach 1 – Abermule to Caerhowel (5 km main channel)

.
Figure 20: Abermule–Caerhowel sub-reach; inflow catchment = 574 km2; outflow catchment =
595 km2; length=5 km; fall=5 m; area = 2 km2; infrastructure crossings = 1 (at outflow
interface).

This short upstream reach is devoid of particular features, but it includes the
primary gauge station of Abermule. It served as a test reach for terrain re-sampling
methods. The stage–time series at Abermule and Caerhowel are from 1960 and
1994 respectively to the present (Table 8).
2.2.2 Floodplain reach 2 – Caerhowel to Munlyn (5 km main channel)

Figure 21: Caerhowel–Munlyn sub-reach; Inflow catchment = 595 km2; outflow catchment =
874 km2; length=5 km; fall=6 m; area = 10 km; infrastructure crossings=4; 2 major tributaries
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A short complex reach comprising two significant tributaries (Rhiw & Camlad), an
unstable main channel, an unusually located Roman Camp (Fig.21,‘RC’), and four
significant infrastructure crossings. During high magnitude events, the ‘Gaer’
(Fig.21, ‘G’) becomes an island around which floods can ebb and flow. Both the
tributaries and the infrastructure within this reach offer significant development
potential for flood water attenuation. This is potentially the most complex section
both in terms of numerical analysis and attenuation structures. The Camlad and
Munlyn stage–time series cover the periods from 1994 and 1998 respectively to
the present (Table 8).
2.2.3 Floodplain reach 3 – Munlyn to Buttington (12 km main channel)

Figure 22: Munlyn–Buttington sub-reach; inflow catchment = 874 km2; outflow catchment =
940 km2; main river length=12 km (marked blue); minor courses (red); fall=12 m; area = 10
km2; infrastructure crossings = 4. (This reach is described in greater detail in Fig.47)

Being relatively large and uncomplicated, this sub-reach has immediate potential
for experimental numerical analysis. The 100RP floodplain (Fig.22, yellow-dash)
has a significant network of managed watercourses and streams (Fig.22, red-line)
and there are three developable infrastructure crossings. However, during high
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magnitude events, a railway embankment divides the overbank outflow into a
major and a minor component at the Buttington boundary (Fig.22, ‘B’). The minor
tributaries (c.13 km2) pouring to this reach were not mapped.
2.2.4 Floodplain reach 4 – Buttington to Rhydesgyn (11 km main channel)

Figure 23: Buttington–Rhydesgyn sub-reach; inflow = 940 km2; outflow = 980 km2; length=11
km; area = 8 km2; fall=5 m; infrastructure crossings=1. Weir–stream feature marked ’W’ (see
also Fig.24); zone of exceedance overspill marked ‘CC’ (see also Fig.5); Rhydesgyn outfall
marked ‘R’.

This final reach is potentially the most interesting in relating analysis to outcome,
but discharge through the Rhydesgyn ‘narrows’ (Fig.23, ’R’) is not gauged. The
area outlined in red-hatch in Fig.23 is Pool-Quay; it is the first of three low lying
basins defended to c.10RP (UK-EA, pers comm.) by c. 3 m earthen embankments
of precise stage (Fig.23, ‘CC’). A railway (dotted black), the Trewern tributary, and
further managed and farm-scale stream networks have potential to exercise
hydraulic control of flood-water upstream of the defended areas. In the October
1998 event, the Trewern tributary (c 20 km2) affected stage levels significantly to
the east of the railway (PIDB J Markwick, pers. comm).
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2.2.5 Floodplain Roughness: The study site is populated by some 300 fields
varying in size from c. 1 – 25 hectare bordered by approximately 200 km of
hedgerow and 100 km of hedge-side drainage channel. Aerial photography
backed by subjective ground-truthing paint a landscape dominated by productive
grassland. Few fields are set to woodland, and there are only occasional stiff
stemmed arable crops. In terms of the study, therefore, most fields (i.e. floodplain
land-parcels) have the potential to act as flood-water storage cells.

Figure 24: A typical ‘Glastir’-funded environmental (as yet non-hydraulic) buffer strip (location
325540, 310300, 64.8 aod; marked ‘W’ Fig. 23). (Hydraulic development potential is marked
red-dot to the left of the drainage channel. Flood flow is from left to right. Main channel is
located in horizon trees. Access courtesy R. Tutton.)

2.2.6

Floodplain Hydraulic Potential: Recent agricultural policy (UK-Defra

online, 2004) has encouraged development of stream-side buffer strips, primarily
for biodiversity and pollution management. Fig.24 shows a typical semi-developed
lateral 5 m riparian funded buffer strip protecting 250 m of the PIDB managed
‘Weir-Stream’ watercourse. This stream (location 325540, 310300, 64.8aod)
transects the floodplain and services the arable cultivation in top RH (north-east)
of the illustration. Such a location typifies rural features and infrastructure which, at
present, have no formal flood-defence role but alongside which dense vegetation
could be grown in software for hydraulic flow analysis by 2D code.
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2.3

Downstream Defence

Vulnerable high-risk zones lie at the downstream (Rhydesgyn, Fig.23, ‘R’) outfall of
the study-site. Such defences (argaes) are designed to overspill (Fig.23, ‘CC’), but
duration of overspill is not controlled. Pragmatic development of the argaes since
1795 at a gradient of c.0.05% has achieved effective control of main river peaks
below 65.5 aod. However, in recent years, insurance thresholds reset to 75RP risk
(UK-ABI, 2008) have blighted these community overspill facilities. Therefore the
magnitude and frequency of flood events at Rhydesgyn which exceed 65.5 aod
managed defences are relevant to the range of discharges to be analysed.

Figure 25: October 1998: Munlyn (blue) discharge and Buttington (pink) stage hydrographs.

2.3.1 Scale of Exceedance : The flood event of 28 October 1998 (Figs.25 & 36)
is recorded as the 29th highest at Welsh Bridge, Shrewsbury where records
extend back to 1338 (Carney, 2001). Munlyn rating curves (Table 9) estimate the
peak of this event at c. 400 cumecs and local records show that this event
exceeded downstream (65.5m aod) flood defences near Rhydesgyn by c. 100 mm
for six hours (Hydrometry archive; PIDB, pers comm). Whilst extrapolation to the
confluence is difficult due to the dramatically different concentration times of the
Welsh hills, comparison of historic-augment and contemporary flood-frequency
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analysis yields the estimated fit shown in Table 6 and suggests 75RP exceedance
near Rhydesgyn in the region of 140 cumecs for 16 hours (c. 8,000,000 m3).
Table 6: Summary chart of estimated discharge values returned by FEH analysis (Whitworth,
2008, unpublished) indicating a headline value of c. 600 cumecs for 75RP River Severn
discharge at location ‘CC’.

Series Description
Historic-augment Series
Single Site Series
FEH statistical Pool 1
FEH statistical Pool 2

Series Length

Rhydesgyn Discharge (cumecs)

Years

RP15

RP40

RP80

800
46
750
900

491
536
538

460
534
601
600

564
646
648

Benign exceedance (i.e. limited overspill at ‘CC’ into the defended ‘basin’) is
estimated to be c. 60% of this total. Such estimation gives scale to the study and
defines an upstream attenuation target of c. 3,000,000 m3 to constrain a 30RP–
40RP event within modern thresholds of 75RP insurable loss (Whitworth, 2008
unpublished; Appendix 1). This target at Rhydesgyn translates approximately to
100,000 m3/km2 (by volume), 0.1 m by stage and some 10% by flow. In terms of
scale, therefore, the site is capable of testing the hypothesis.

Table 7: Historic stage peaks at Welsh Bridge, Shrewsbury (UK-EA archive)
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2.4 Data Resource
Mapping, survey cross-section, hydraulic flow and remotely-sensed data were
made available for the site by courtesy of UK national data teams, and IGES,
Aberystwyth University, research archive (courtesy Dr. H Griffiths). Development
of this data for numerical analysis is reported in Section 3.2.
2.4.1 Elevation Sets: 2 km x 2 km x 2 m and 1 km x 1 km x 0.5 m Lidar tiles were
assembled and triangulated to give a continuous base terrain for the whole site
from which elevation sets relating to terrain features were re-sampled and
developed.

Figure 26: Typical 1m Lidar (3D shaded) DTM of location ‘X’ (Figs.22 & 41) indicative of
elevation data quality. Inset into the bare-earth Lidar is a site photograph for visualization also
of a typical lateral porous weir currently functioning at this location.

2.4.2 Photographic Mapping: Archive data of 50 georeferenced 0.4 m aerial
colour tiles (courtesy UK-WAG archive) enabled bank, stream and inundation
break-lines to be mapped. Typical examples are reproduced in Section 4.2.1
(Figs.51 & 52).
2.4.3 Hydrometry: Table 8 lists the 15-minute stage–time series resource made
available for the project courtesy UK-EA-FRM. Two particular events were
selected for analysis from this archive (cf Section 3.2.3)). In addition, events in
October and December 2000 were compared (Fig.37) in respect of the project’s
objectives.
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Table 8: Upper Severn gauge station data (courtesy EA hydrometric archive)

Station, (km2) & Label
Abermule (574)
A
Buttington (940)
B
Caerhowel (595)
C
Montford (2035)
F
Munlyn (874)
M
Camlad-Gaer (161)
G
Pool-Quay (950)
P
Rhydesgyn (980)
R

2.4.4 Bathymetry:

From
15/06/1960
30/12/1985
24/05/1994
28/04/1952
11/05/1998
17/03/1994
07/12/1994
none

To
18/11/2009
18/11/2009
16/11/2009
18/11/2009
17/11/2009
16/11/2009
17/11/2009

Notes
1969 – 1975 missing records
Outflow split by railway embankment
No rating curve available
Combined Severn and Vyrnwy catchment
Natural pinch-point in terrain
Significant tributary; no rating equation
Indicative of defence overspill
Proposed outflow gauge

With regard to bathymetry, two overlapping sources of data

(Fig. 27).formed a reasonably reliable estimate of channel width and depth.
a. ISIS non-referenced: Traditional 1D survey archive (i.e. chainage looking
upstream from the Montford datum and cross-section elevation from left bank
looking downstream) yielded 23 cross-sections at approximately every 200
metres. This archive is tied to infrastructure and relief features at some 10
points, and is indicative only of river bed levels. The proposed site for a
discharge-out gauge station at Rhydesgyn was selected as longitudinal datum
for the study reach. These legacy sections are indicative but incomplete.
b. IGES ground survey: Further GPS referenced bathymetry was released from
IGES house research archive courtesy Hywel Griffiths and covered the
reaches from Abermule to Cilcewydd. (This data is developed in 3.2.2).

Figure 27: ISIS (red) and IGES research (yellow) archive bathymetric cross-sections –
Trehellig to Cilcewydd reach.
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Hydraulic Modelling
3.1.1 Experimental Land-use: The suitability of the Upper Severn site for
experimental floodplain storage and for exceedance management has been
considered. In this chapter, a numerical approach is introduced for the efficient
simulation of high magnitude flood events, and for quantifying the effect of
alternative land-use strategies on attenuation.
Inundation river modelling is used routinely to predict the hydraulic performance of
floodplain. “The general approach to a numerical simulation can be simply listed
as follows: Mesh design, boundaries and tiling, parameterisation, iIteration,
visualisation and communication of results” (Zhang and Jia, 2009). The choice of
model is considered first, then the available data, and finally the analysis of a
numerical model of optimum length and complexity in terms of the research goals
(Fig.28, cf. also Fig.15).

Figure 28: Useful graphical representation of modelling approach illustrated by Refsgaard and
Henriksen 2004 (cited Vidal et al , 2005). ‘Outer arrows refer to procedures which evaluate the
credibility of the inner (dashed) processes. Central arrows indicate measured data from the
physical system’.

The study is concerned primarily with the performance of the floodplain rather than
the main channel, and the ability of over-bank features to deflect and store energy,
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thereby raising discharge thresholds of loss. However, in developing a suitable
predictive tool, the importance of transparent communication between policy
drivers and floodplain stakeholders was also considered. This factor influenced not
only the choice of the hydraulic model for translation of inflow discharge into
downstream stage, but also the technique of re-sampling terrain data and its reassembly in relation to line and area vectors so that rural features are described
visually and credibly.
3.1.2 Hydraulic Modelling: Floodplain water depth, and thereby stored volume,
can be estimated from known inflow and discharge volumes by a wide range of
computer analysis techniques.

Figure 29: 1D ‘storage-cell’ schematic (Courtesy Farahi et al , 2009). Cell/cell ‘weir’ flow is by

bespoke equation.

Legacy 1D methods (such as ISIS, Hecras, etc.) treat the river basin as a system
of generic canals of variable cross-section with linear flow described by a deep
central channel and two shallow inundated ‘tow-paths’; floodplain storage is
simulated by a system of cells and virtual interconnecting weirs (Fig.29). “1D
models treat flow through both the channel and floodplain in a single (longitudinal)
direction. The equations for modelling one-dimensional flow are derived from the
conservation of mass and conservation of momentum between adjacent crosssections”. (Bates et al. (2005), cited Cook, 2007). In general terms, solution by 1D
equations is coarse and fast.
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Figure 30: Typical 1D schematic Applications courtesy US Army Corps of Engineers. For
enhanced visualization, vector and raster GIS data are overlaid cosmetically on the basic
canal and storage-cell hydraulics (Hecras online, 2011).

1D/2D hybrid methods are a recent expedient development of the 1D method
whereby main-channel flows are solved by 1D equations, whilst the floodplain
solution, in terms of mass and momentum, considers flow in both longitudinal and
lateral directions. Studies indicate that coupled 1D–2D inundation models produce
acceptable results, and reduce computational overhead by the introduction of
efficient sub-grids within an overall master grid. (McMillan and Brasington, 2007;
Tayefi et al . 2007).
2D modelling discretizes the floodplain holistically by consistent, albeit competitive,
systems of flow elements distributed regularly or irregularly within the wet
perimeter.

Zhang and Jia (2009) describe “Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

as solving a set of non-linear partial differential equations in a physical domain,
which is usually discretized and represented by a computational mesh

. . .[the

mesh] usually different in resolution and distribution from the [terrain] points
database. . . “.

“2D hydraulic models are based on integration over the flow

depth to obtain depth averaged velocity values in two directions and are solved
using an appropriate numerical approach such as a finite element model” . (Bates
et al. (2005), cited Cook, 2007).
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Flow solution in 2D is routinely by Navier–Stokes equations embedded in the CFD
application. “Navier-Stokes equations describe the motion of fluid substances.
Saint Venant (shallow-water) equations are a set of partial differential equations
that describe the flow below a pressure surface derived from depth-integrating the
Navier–Stokes equations, where the horizontal scale is dominant” (Wikipedia
online, 2011).
Steffler and Blackburn (2002) describe necessary compromises in tuning iterative
solvers to take into account computer memory, convergence and tolerance in
respect of time and residuals. Solving equations adopted by software houses are
broadly similar (J. Wheaton, pers.comm 2007). Jones (1997) comments also that
finite element methods cater for irregular features and allow interpolated
parameters and derived values within each cell. Horritt and Bates (2001) conclude
that, in general terms, (whilst not forgetting the reliability of validation data),
alternative 2D models deliver assessments to similar levels of accuracy. It was
therefore concluded that 2D is a mature technology suitable for the project.
3.1.3 Choice of Modelling Engine: The choice of modelling code to quantify
attenuation was important to the study and the following particular factors were
influential:1. The treatment of the main channel as a general rather than as the major
floodplain feature (the element budget for a wide floodplain being more critical
in respect of computation than the budget for a narrow main-river channel).
2. Effective spatial representation of natural (irregular) land-use features by the
variable geometry elements of Triangular Irregular Networks (TINs).
3. Reasonable numeric representation of land-parcels (farm fields) by generic 2D
parameters allowing homogenous solution of variables (such approach being
perceived to be more credible than solution by bespoke 1D storage-cell
connection equation as illustrated by Figs.29 and 30).
4. Interpolated parameter values accommodated by finite element solvers (Jones,
1997).
5. Data management in generic (e.g. non-proprietary ascii) format by both listing
(spreadsheet) and graphical (GIS) user interface.
6. Distribution and publication of runtime and data files using open-source rather
than proprietary code.
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.In the light of the above factors and the evidence of published work (Hirschowitz
et al 2007 and others), a 2D approach was adopted using Alberta University’s
‘River 2D’ code to run the shallow inundation analysis of porous floodplain features
grown in software within the study site.
3.1.4 Other Factors in 2D Computation: The following issues also influenced the
construction of the models.
1. Control over automated triangulation, for example by clamped node-groups of
lines and polygons, benefits efficient computation. Assembly of the terrain
point- cloud by feature lines, and software smoothing both address this
problem (and both techniques were adopted). Ideally the spatial distribution of
nodes during the mesh-build process should disallow the creation of elements
which solve inefficiently.
2. 2D modelling code is vulnerable to numerical instability particularly during
wetting and dryng (McMillan, 2006; Hunter et al , 2007). This research study is
not concerned with ultra-shallow flows and minimum solved depth at the wet
perimeter was set by software handle to 0.1 m.
3. Surface water velocity is vulnerable to instability as terrain-feature crests (such
as the rhomboid representation of porous structures by ‘form’) dry during
processing. Without ‘damping’ control of solved variables, this phenomenon
undermines the efficiency of solution-by-form. (i.e. by elevation parameter). In
this important respect, representation of porosity by roughness is less
vulnerable.

3.2 Terrain Data Development
Numerical analysis in 2D demands two geometric arrays of spatial elements to be
built (defined) from available data and distributed to describe terrain and flow. The
whole 32 km2 site was tiled defensively into four (sub-model) sections with
provision for inlet and outlet flumes at section interfaces. Terrain roughness
defaults were set to published charts (Table 10) pending adjustment to represent
alternative experimental land-use scenarios.
Both terrain and flow arrays are fundamentally lists of nodes (GIS points). Data
management (River 2D input and output) is supported in comma-separated ascii
format.

Therefore both terrain points and CFD nodes were developed and

assembled in spreadsheet workbooks built on delimited worksheets of points.
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Except for some experimental mesh smoothing to improve model dynamic
performance (e.g. of a travelling flood-wave), a single array was developed for use
both as the terrain bed and the CFD mesh. Groups of points were linked where
possible by lines (otherwise by area), and re-sampling of elevation values along
these

‘line-sections’

was

automated

by

GIS

software

utility,

primarily

‘Globalmapper’. Easy translation of vector data from line to buffer area to polygon
line to node-points at defined spacing was a fundamental requirement of the
approach adopted. The efficiency of the Globalmapper application in this task is
acknowledged. The precision of the spatial distribution of nodes was governed by
the scale of hydraulic features rather than by consideration of modelling software
productivity for which there were, as yet (i.e. during point-cloud design), no
benchmarks.
3.2.1 Channel and Floodplain Nodes: Main river and floodplain vector data
from the UK-EA national archive, ground-truthed to 0.4 m aerial photography, was
incrementally buffered to form a set of lines generally parallel to stream flow.
Riparian corridors (64 m wide for stream networks and 300 m wide for the mainriver channel) were ‘burnt out’ from a background 64 m point-grid. GIS autoresampling of the high resolution underlying Lidar surface at prescribed spacing
along these long-section buffer lines yielded an array of points (nodes) which
formed a precise representation of the watercourses and their riparian zones (refer
also CFD Section 3.3). This re-sampling of the riparian zone is illustrated in Fig.31.
The imposed (burnt in) stream network point-clouds were developed from GIS
streamlines at 4 m, 8 m, and 16 m spacing. The 8 m, 16 m, 20 m, & 24 m
turquoise lines formed an iterative cushion between the finer channel nodes and
the coarser floodplain nodes and created a framework for development. .All points
representing stream-line features were assigned attributes of geometry, roughness,
function and feature in the spreadsheet database. (The bank-flow ‘tow-path’ lines
(light green @ 8 m) were inserted to allow development into (distributed) points for
1D analysis should this alternative be invoked).
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Figure 31: Stream and channel features are described by sets of nodes re-sampled from
Lidar DTM generally parallel to stream and bank lines. Legend: Channel centre-line & bedlines parallel to stream-centre (blue @ 8 m); bank-lines (purple @ 8 m); left and right ‘bankflow’ lines (light-green @ 8 m); Porous longitudinal ‘levee’ lines (brown); riparian lines @ 8 m,
16 m, 20 m, & 24 m (turquoise); floodplain array @ 32 m and 64 m (dark-green); Lateral
stream-lines (red–spaced at approximately 500 m).

By way of illustration of the versatility of the process, re-assembling this database
listing allowed rhomboid structures to be grown in software in respect of either
elevation or roughness, with either narrow or broad gaps, thereby connecting and
controlling flood flows between the main channel and its potentially receptive
floodplain. (Fig.32 A and B).

A

B

Figure 32: Image ‘A’ (brown-shaded) shows 'rhomboid' growth of riparian porous structures by
elevation. Image ‘B’ (blue-shaded) by roughness illustrates (in pseudo elevation) alternative
growth with connecting gaps.
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Minor lateral watercourses generally flow transversely across the floodplain from
wet perimeter to main-channel bank. Hedges (represented alternatively by form
and/or roughness) were developed in software for both community (PIDB red lines
at c 1 km spacing Fig.33) and farm-scale streams (red – dash at approximately 500
m spacing).

Figure 33: A section of the Munlyn–Buttington reach. Yellow and blue dash lines are the
100RP and 20RP (estimated) wet perimeters; red lines are community managed and farmed
lateral watercourses; the blue line is the main river centre-line. In general terms, farm-scale
streams (red-dash) lie between community watercourses. Location ‘X’ is a feature of interest
referred to also in Figs.4 and 41, and in the field tests.
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3.2.2 Bathymetric Nodes: Stream bed nodes were developed in a similar
manner from legacy ISIS chainage sections, recent GPS cross-sectional survey
data (courtesy Dr. Hywel Griffiths; cf Fig.27) and nationally published stream
centre-lines ground-truthed to 0.4 m aerial photography. ISIS chainage is
correlated only approximately to known infrastructure crossings and weirs. For
comparative flow analysis over alternative terrains, the cross-section of the main
channel was defined simply, i.e. as trapezoidal with constant 16 m bed-width
parallel to stream centre-line and with constant fall between main cross-sections.
Three typical sections are shown in Fig.34. In broad terms, the main river-bed falls
28 m over a centre-line distance of 33 km.

A

B

C
Figure 34: IGES house cross-sections overlaid with adopted trapezoidal standard form of
bathymetry.

Inflow stage solved by the code was sensitive to local bathymetry and tuning the
main channel bed in respect of width, depth and roughness (in sympathy with
survey data) assisted calibration. (cf Section 4.1).
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3.2.3 Hydrometric Data: Availability of stage data commends the Upper Severn
study site for both basic modelling of floodplain storage, and for more advanced
dynamic analysis. Table 9 lists available stage–discharge relationship equations
(rating curves) for the river gauging stations lying within the study site (A, C, G, M,
B in Figs.20-23 and Fig.44).
Table 9: Gauge station rating curves (coefficients reduced to two decimal points)

Station (stage)

Rating Equation

Station (stage)

Rating Equation

Abermule (0.62)

Q = 21.98*(H – 0.07) ^ 1.46

Buttington (4.65)

Q = 15.12*(H – 0.30) ^ 1.29

Abermule (3.82)

Q = 23.44*(H – 0.04) ^ 1.69

Buttington (-)

Q =.0000004*(H+1.92)^10.27

Abermule (-)

Q = 1.61*(H – 0.68) ^ 4.30

Munlyn (1.84)

Q = 30.96*(H – 0.17) ^ 1.21

Munlyn (3.18)

Q = 2.05*(H + 1.14) ^ 3.05

Munlyn (3.75)

Q = 55.39*(H – 1.33)^1.89

Caerhowel

Unavailable

Munlyn (-)

Q = 367.36*(H – 2.95)^0.95

Rhydesgyn

No gauge

However, in general terms and in relation to calibration by discharge, exceedance
flows lie beyond the reliable ranges of these published equations, thereby
introducing uncertainty into discharge estimates of high magnitude events. Three
particular hydrographs are considered for analysis. Fig.35 illustrates a bank-full (c
0.2RP) event, Fig.36 the high magnitude (c 20RP) event described in Chapter 2.3,
and Fig. 37 two events in 2000 which illustrate the potential scope of the project .
40 hr Event 29Mar08

Stage (m-aod)

Munlyn 74.60
74.40
74.20
74.00
73.80
73.60
73.40
73.20
73.00
72.80
72.60
2750

Buttington
66.50
Munlyn

66.00

Buttington

65.50
65.00
64.50
64.00
63.50

2770

2790

2810

2830

2850

2870

2890

63.00
2910

15min time-units from 1Mar08

Figure 35: Stage hydrographs 28 March 2008 40 hr x 100 cumecs event modelled for channel
calibration (Field Test 1).
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Figure 36: Stage hydrographs 28 October 1998 40 hr x 400 cumecs event modelled to assess
floodplain storage. The graphs illustrate the natural attenuation characteristics of the study site.
Locations of the four gauge stations are marked up on Fig.44B.

A

B

Figure 37: Buttington stage hydrographs for autumn 2000. Image A compares two high
magnitude peaks. The red balloon surrounds an exceedance peak which caused loss: the
yellow hydrograph was benign. Image B illustrates an aspirational goal of the project, namely
the attenuation of an event which conveyed loss into the community.

In recent months, publication of stage data has been modernized by the online
streaming (Fig.38) of stage data from Abermule, Munlyn and Buttington. This
advanced flood-warning creates a platform also for streamed simulation of existing
and developed land-use alongside real-time stage data. (cf Fig.62A). Outflow at
Rhydesgyn (sensitive in respect of exceedance-loss) is at present ungauged.
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B

A

Figure 38: 28 Dec 2010 streamed gauge station data (UK-EA online, 2010a). The study site

and the location of the Munlyn gauge are marked.

3.2.4 Roughness data: Terrain roughness, based on generic values from
published tables (e.g. Table 10), was adjusted for calibration and to describe
floodplain features numerically.

Table 10: Generic Manning's n chart courtesy Corvallis Forestry Research (Corvallis, 2011)

low

med

high

a. clean, straight, full stage, no rifts or deep pools

0.025

0.030

0.033

h. very weedy reaches, with timber and brush

0.075

0.100

0.150

1.short grass

0.025

0.030

0.035

2. high grass

0.030

0.035

0.050

1. no crop

0.020

0.030

0.040

3. mature field crops

0.030

0.040

0.050

1. scattered brush, heavy weeds

0.035

0.050

0.070

5. medium to dense brush, in summer

0.070

0.100

0.160

1. dense willows, summer, straight

0.110

0.150

0.200

5. flood stage reaching branches

0.100

0.120

0.160

1. Main Channels

2. Floodplains
a. Pasture, no brush

b. Cultivated areas

c. Brush

d. Trees
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3.2.5 Summary of Terrain Data Development: From groups of bathymetric,
channel, riparian, and floodplain nodes, the terrain was digitized to form an array
which represented physical features in the path of both bankfull and over-bank
inundation events. This array was developed further for use also as a CFD mesh.
The terrain surface (DTM) itself was then parameterized for four alternative
experimental land-use field tests as follows:
a. ‘Loman’ terrain: Baseline pasture with no added form (elevation) or friction at
land-parcel boundaries or along main channel banks.
b.

‘Himan1’ terrain: As ‘Loman’ with riparian porous levees (by form and

roughness) along community (PIDB) streams (spaced at approx 1/km Fig. 33)
c. ‘Himan2’ terrain: as Himan1 with additional farm-scale buffer strips (2/km) and
main-channel ‘long’ levees (by form as rhomboids with extra roughness).
d. ‘Himan3’ terrain: as Himan2 with intermittent channel-levee gaps (cf Fig.43 and
32B)

For initial assessment of the efficiency of adopted hardware and software and
subsequently for steady-state analysis, a node budget for the CFD mesh evolved
as illustrated in Table 11.
Table 11: Munlyn – Buttington point-cloud budget by feature category

Point-Group

Qty

Point-Group

Qty

Outer floodplain (64m/32m spacing)

6503

Long infrastructure features

982

Inner floodplain (16m/44m spacing)

4489

Long Levee (High pts)

1516

Flow-paths (LH+RH bankside)

1519

Long Levee (Low pts)

1514

Banks

3288

IDB lateral features (High pts)

1353

Centreline + Bed

4091

IDB lateral features (Low pts)

1354

Lateral-infrastructure (@16m+8m)

6797

‘Quality’ Re-triangulation

668

Intermediate Lateral features

3043

Total No of Nodes

37117

During a channel calibration exercise this CFD mesh (c. 37 nodes per hectare)
was iteratively and significantly degraded. For floodplain calibration and initial
dynamic flood-wave analysis, the node-budget was sustained. In chapter 5, the
node budget is re-assessed in respect of productivity and communication.
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3.3

CFD 2D Numerical Analysis

In Section 2.3, data available to the project has been listed; in Section 3.2 a novel
digital technique of re-sampling this data spatially has been introduced; here
hydraulic parameters are assigned to this spatial framework (of nodes) for
numerical analysis. Processing is to be assigned to a standard personal computer
(PC) with a Q8300 central processing unit (CPU) running at 2.5GHz and capable
of 1.8G floating point operations per second.
2D hydrodynamic numerical models typically set boundary and initial flow
conditions, and solve basic mass and horizontal momentum equations to estimate
flow in terms of depth and discharge (in both x and y directions). The River2D
solver considers a virtual column of water at each node, to which are applied basic
conservation equations of volume and momentum:
• “The rate of change of volume with time in the water column is equal to
the net rate at which water flows into the column through its sides”.
• “The rate of change of momentum with time in the water column is equal
to the net inflow of momentum through its sides plus the net force acting on
the water column in both the x and y directions”. (Steffler and Blackburn,
2002).
Elevation difference dictates the gravitational force on the water column arising
from the sloping bed. Roughness imposes a net frictional force on the water
column arising from the characteristics of the bed. Thereby, input parameters of
elevation and roughness control the hydraulic forces, and the solved variables of
depth and discharge describe the solution.

3.3.1 Parameter and Node Management: In River2D software, three similar ascii
(delimited) files describe the terrain (bed), the CFD mesh and the flow solution at
each node. The program allows groups of nodes to be tied together (in ascii) to
maintain terrain features advantageously during discretization.
values are listed in Table 12.
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Typical node

Table 12: Typical listing of node-input and solved-output in River 2D ‘bed’, ‘mesh’ and ‘flow’

ascii data files.
Node

Coordinates

Input Parameters

No

Bdy
Flag

Easting

Northing

15025

x

322567

304933

Elevation

Roughness

69.98

5.0

Dependant Variables solved

Note

Solver
steps

Depth

x-dischge

y-dischge

Lateral 1

5

0.400

2.1934

-0.3425

The roughness parameter, in the form of Manning’s n ‘height’, is the experimental
variable in the equation which is adjusted to tune the model to reality and to
compare different land-use scenarios. Graphical representation of typical ‘bed’
ascii files are shown in Figs. 39, 43 and 46A.
3.3.2 CFD Mesh Construction: For comparison of the effect of different land-use
on particular flood events, further management of the digitizing process was
required. After development numerically by spreadsheet and spatially by GUI,
foundation-node

(bed)

arrays

were

converted

by

constrained

Delauney

Triangulation to a continuous reference surface (Fig.39B). The node budget of
Table 11 remained in force.

A

B

Figure 39: Image A shows a DTM point-cloud assembled from vector lines and areas
overlaying 100RP zone (transparent blue) and reference aerial photograph. Image B displays
triangulation by modelling utility; note that an additional array of points representing a lateral
porous structure has been burnt into the base array of floodplain nodes. (Location OS-grid
323750,307350, 66 aod).

Such a set of terrain (bed) elements, if given particular boundary conditions, is
capable also of shallow-water hydraulic (mesh) analysis. In theory, its hydraulic
performance can be improved by biased ‘smoothing’ in respect of element shape.
For example, a mesh is more productive if transition from coarse to fine elements
is gradual and if triangles approximate to equilateral. (Steffler and Blackburn, 2002)
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(See Fig.40). However, in practice, a trade-off between feature detail and hydraulic
efficiency renders the goal of a variable density triangular mesh, accurate in
respect of terrain representation and yet effective in terms of engineered
roughness and of real-time simulation, vulnerable to re-triangulation (i.e. to
methods of automated smoothing).

Figure 40: Screen-grab from River2D mesh utility after minor smoothing. Note the warning
that two acute triangles (marked red) may impede the CFD solution process.

3.3.3 Treatment of Porosity: A typical useful porous structure could be a dense
maintained biomass hedge 3 m wide by 1 m high (eg Fig.41). “Porous frictional
structures within stream-channels reduce flood velocities, enhance overbank flow
and increase floodplain storage, whilst allowing attenuated (‘SUDS’) land
drainage” (Nisbet & Thomas, 2006). Such physical features have obstructive form
as well as increased surface roughness, and either characteristic can be modelled.

Figure 41: Hydraulically developed robust 3–5m hedge (morphed in software). Location is
OS-grid location 324600, 308500, 65 aod (location ‘X’ in Fig.22). 3D Lidar scan of this location
is inserted top left.

By manipulation in GIS, boundary hedge centre lines were developed as sets of
points of alternate high and low elevation (Fig.42). Porous features modelled in this
way simulate obstructive form in an effective and visual manner; however multiple
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shallow crests have potential to render the whole computational mesh vulnerable
to instability.

Figure 42: Frictional features grown in software by form (Trehillig meander, Munlyn-Buttington
reach, OS-grid 321550, 302300, 70 aod; marked ‘Z’ on Fig.22). Inset shows channel at bank
full.

As an alternative to form, porosity can be modelled also as roughness. By
extracting hedge nodes from the modelling terrain, Manning’s n coefficient (i.e.
rather than elevation) was adjusted along the hedge-line path (Fig.43). This
approach has been tested in the urban scenario, but “The difficulty faced by the
modeller is how high should Manning’s n value be” (Syme, 2008). In his urban
study, Syme gives buildings and gardens n-values of 0.05–100. Tuning a 2D
model by roughness coefficient is generally more versatile (than by form) albeit
less visual.

Figure 43: Frictional features at the Trehillig meander grown in software by roughness, and
displayed here in 3D pseudo-elevation. Intermittent main-channel levee-gaps are visible.
(Location is point ‘Z’ OS-grid 321550, 302300, 70 aod; cf. Fig.22).
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3.3.4 Treatment of Hydraulic Flow: River2D code is written primarily for
analysis of dynamic (transient) flood waves, but it can be run also as a steadystate model. In both modes, flow vectors are solved in both x and y horizontal
directions (Steffler and Blackburn, 2002).
In steady mode, the objective is to achieve discharge equilibrium in the shortest
possible time (i.e. with as few calculations as possible) starting with a short timestep (the initial rate of change of flow is likely to be high). In River2D, steady mode
is pseudo-transient, and it is informative to run a series of steady-state simulations
at increasing inflow discharge and with corresponding estimated outflow stage
fixed. In reality these equate to a flood event with prolonged constant peaks. As
the solution converges, total inflow and outflow numbers become constant and
approximately equal (Steffler and Blackburn, 2002).
In transient mode, the objective is to achieve accurate spatial results during the
finite duration of the flood wave of a particular event. Solution convergence, by
progressive iteration technique at each time-step, is set by parameters (unlike
steady mode where the model is restricted to one iteration per time-step). For a
long event, larger time-steps can be selected but, as instabilities are detected, the
time-step will be reduced to maintain control.
For this study, steady-state mode is adopted to quantify the storage capacity of the
valley under different land-use scenarios; but calibration exercises are carried out
in transient mode.

3.4 The Modelled Domain
The suitability of the site for rural attenuation, and the relationship between
distributed upstream stage gain (throughout the 32 km2 floodplain) and
downstream exceedance loss were explored in Chapter 2. A commitment was
made in respect of spatial precision (Table 11). Here, the extent and boundary
interfaces of the model are considered in relation to productivity and assessed in
terms of the project’s research goals.
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3.4.1 Model Extents: Initially a base (in-channel) discharge of 30 cumecs was
introduced at Abermule to a full length (33 km) model of the ‘AR’ reach (Fig.44A).
Flow became established within seconds and gave some confidence to the series
processing of some 70,000 elements distributed at variable resolution as
described. However the single processor was relatively slow (c. 250 hours) to
resolve such flow to discharge equilibrium; it was therefore considered unlikely
that the more computationally intensive transient solution for a high-magnitude
hydrograph would be productive. Taking account of the recent (EA-UK online,
2010) introduction of national streamed forecasting (Fig.38), it was considered that
a model could be both credible and productive and if its output was streamed
based on real-time input from a near upstream gauge station. Therefore new
boundaries were introduced to the model at Caerhowel, Munlyn and Buttington,
and the resulting four quarter-reaches were re-assessed (Table 13; cf Table 5).

A

B

Figure 44: Upper Severn whole study site. Image A shows vector display of modelled solution
of 30 cumec flow against hill-shaded background marked-up with ‘v3’ vector floodplain (paleblue). Image B is study site tiled into sub-reaches. Locations of interest are marked ‘CC’, ‘W’,
‘X’, ‘Y’, ‘Z’.
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Table 13: Sub-reach particular features
Sub Reach

Ref

catch
2
km

Features

Abermule-Caerhowel
Caerhowel-Munlyn
Munlyn-Buttington

AC

595

CM

874

MB

940

Buttington-Rhydesgyn

BR

980

2 km2; no tributaries; 1 infrastructure crossing; short hydrometry
10 km2; 300 km2 tributaries; 4 infrastructure; PIDB courses
12 km2; 30 km2 tributaries; 5 infrastructure; PIDB; braided outflow
8 km2; 20 km2 trib; levees; braided-reach; 1 infrastr; PIDB; no gauge

The Munlyn–Buttington sub-reach (Figs.44B-red and 45) offered the least complex
hydraulic and boundary characteristics of the four options with good potential for
increased storage, and was therefore selected for a calibration exercise and initial
(virtual) field-work to assess productivity.

Figure 45: The perimeter and boundary of the Munlyn–Buttington sub-reach model. A basic
River 2D model has four boundaries, namely inflow, outflow and left and right bank flood
extent. The ‘no-flow’ LH and RH boundaries were delineated from the 100RP archive plus100
metres; inflow and outflow conditions are described in Section 3.4.2. Worm-like features are
lateral porous features grown in software to form incremental shallow weirs.
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The availability and convenience of parallel

processing also suggested the

development of quarter-reaches capable of being linked for processing either by
separate cores or by GPU enabled code. River2D generic ascii outflow data has
identical structure to time-varying discharge inflow, and a novel concept was
explored, in which a boundary ‘flume’ interface was employed to enable separate
models to be coupled (cf Section 3.4.2). In this way stage-gauging stations within
the end-to-end whole site would allow not only streamed forecasting but also
intermediate calibration to real-time transient hydrographs. Whole process
modelling of coupled systems is vulnerable to piggy-back factors of uncertainty as
data is handed across interfaces (McMillan, 2006). However, as the project’s
hydraulic process is refined, opportunity exists to factor-in real-time intermediate
calibration and correction of stage, discharge and attenuation time at interfaces,
thereby increasing confidence.

3.4.2 Model Boundaries - Footprint, Calibration and Coupling: The spatial
extent of the boundary at the inflow of a reach was estimated initially for the
maximum discharge to be tested by the model. Then, a range of fixed inflow
discharges were applied, in steady-state mode, before challenging the model to
step iteratively in real time through a time-varying (hydrograph) inflow (i.e. within
the range of proven steady-state solutions). Inflow is generally less sensitive than
outflow in respect of discretization, and a simple flume of reasonable length
subdivided across the channel was shown to handle inflow effectively. Initial
estimates of inflow elevation and roughness parameters tolerate tuning. This
allowed both inflow discharge and inflow stage to be adjusted to local ratingcurves in which there was confidence.

With regard to outflow, River2D code offers a range of outflow options to manage
the downstream stage/discharge relationship numerically. Outflow stage can be:
1. Set to a constant value (cf. Nisbet and Thomas, 2006)

2. Set to a time-varying stage hydrograph, represented by a convenient two
column ascii file of water surface elevation, at a time interval of seconds from
the transient start
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3. Related to iterated discharge value by interpolation of a look-up table (i.e. by
rating curve)

4. Related to iterated discharge by conventional depth-unit discharge relationship
(weir equation) of the form

Q = k*H^m . . . . .

(Equation 1)

(where Q = cumecs, H = water depth in metres, and k & m are constants).

In a preliminary calibration exercise to achieve viable computation times, outflow
was directed orthogonally into an extension flume (i.e. outwith the terrain of the
model reach) featuring a funnel of discrete elements and ending in a virtual Vnotch weir of three nodes, of which two nodes were dry for all simulations (Fig.46B).

A

B

Figure 46: Outflow elements at Buttington (location ‘B’ Fig. 22). Image A is 3D screen-grab of
terrain (bed) surface. Experimental CFD-mesh 'V-notch' flume is top centre of image ‘B’

Boundary weir equations (option 4) were tested for this single flume-outflow node
which not only solved quickly to convergence, but also, by selection of appropriate
coefficients for parameters k and m, ranged the Buttington gauge hydrograph of a
real (30 Mar 2008) bank-full flood-wave effectively (cf Fig.48). Therefore this
extension of the gauge-to-gauge footprint of a modelled reach by inflow and
outflow flumes was adopted for the three field tests described in Chapter 4.
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3.5 Summary of Numerical Method
Point data is the key raw material for a 2D numerical model, in respect of both
terrain (the bed) and hydraulic shallow flow (the mesh). A high resolution Lidar
point-cloud was sorted by feature, and re-assembled in four modular sets of points
(one per sub-reach) generally parallel to stream flows, making four quarterreaches suitable for efficient processing. Finite element modelling allowed both
terrain and CFD mesh nodes to be of variable resolution. Boundary flumes were
developed for transferring discharge at sub-reach interfaces. Calibration of
intermediate boundaries against hydrometric archive offers potential for both realtime streaming and/or the quad-processing of the quarter-reaches.

Parameters representing elevation and roughness are available to tune such a
two-tier 2D model and solve flow in terms of water depth and discharge intensity.
Whilst the channel remains the major conveyor in the system, the focus of the
study was the performance of the flood-plain. Porosity of attenuation structures
were described in terms of both form and roughness to enable comparison. For
versatility and ease of communication, map and flow data were managed both in
ascii (spreadsheet) format and, to enable spatial editing, in a conventional GIS.
The research goal requires management not only of discretized flow elements (by
reduction) for efficient computation, but also of terrain values for comparative
assessment of land-use. As confidence builds, opportunity exists to filter nodepoints of the CFD system further, in sympathy with the parent terrain, until the
modelling engine is capable of viable communication.
Steady state flow analysis is valid for comparative study of the effect of land-use
on floodplain storage and for wet-perimeter calibration to aerial photography.
Transient flow analysis is more demanding computationally but able to report the
dynamic relationship between attenuation storage-volumes, output-stage and
attenuation times.
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4. SOFTWARE FIELD TESTS
The Upper Severn study site has been assessed for suitability (Chapter 2) and the
Munlyn–Buttington sub-reach selected for 2D modelling (Chapter 3).
The hypothesis is that incremental upstream attenuation can mitigate floods which
would otherwise exceed downstream thresholds of loss by extending and lowering
the stage hydrograph. The parallel research goals of quantifying this attenuation
and of balancing effectively the demands of accuracy and productivity demand
particular focus on the floodplain (i.e. rather than the channel) in respect of volume
and flow.
To test this approach, three scenarios were modelled in software. First, a
calibration exercise was run. Then field test 2 measured high magnitude (overbank) storage volume under steady state peak flow. Finally, field test 3, pushing
available computer hardware to the limit, assessed hydraulic performance in terms
of attenuation time under transient flow.

4.1

Channel Calibration (Model 1): 100 cumecs Transient Flow

The River2D model was challenged to deliver stage and discharge values at
Buttington for a typical transient bank-full event of approximately 0.2RP, namely
the published hydrograph which peaked at Munlyn on 29 Mar 2008 at 22.00 and at
Buttington some 5 hours later (pink and blue hydrographs Fig.35). This preliminary
calibration exercise established channel elevation and roughness parameters and
built confidence in the model. It was also indicative of productivity in terms of the
research goal of streaming modelled results efficiently (cf. Fig.62A).
The Munlyn–Buttington reach is shown in Fig.47. With the flow boundaries of the
model extended into simple flumes (Fig.46), and the floodplain described by a lowprecision (c.2600 node) array of elements (with) break-lines, fifteen outflow weir
equations were tested to achieve a best fit to the Buttington stage–time
hydrograph (Fig.48 red; cf. Fig.35 blue) of the real 2008 event.
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Figure 47: Munlyn–Buttington sub-reach features. This diagram relates to all three field tests
undertaken. Legend: B = Buttington outflow flume (Fig.46); X = typical porous structure
photographed, developed and modeled (Fig.41); Y = Leighton calibration point (Figs.51 and
52); Z = Trehellig meander (Figs.42 and 43); M = Munlyn inflow.

The distributed elements of the channel were also optimized, by reduction to c. 30
m bed-width equilateral triangles, so that pragmatic computation times were
achieved for this sensitivity analysis. A 40-hour event could be adjusted to resolve
in c. 8 hours. River2D code calculates the water-depth variable and reports stage
levels on demand; thereby the effectiveness, in terms of stage, of inflow and
outflow boundary conditions could be assessed at locations corresponding on the
ground to the published national gauge stations. Values of 0.05 and 1.9 were
selected for constants ‘k’ and ‘m’ respectively (3.4.2, equation 1) which yielded
the yellow hydrograph of Fig.48.
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With outflow governed by this relationship, the model was then filled by a series of
fixed inflow discharges so that a representative antecedent steady-state inflow
was established.

Figure 48: Calibration of the Buttington boundary against the red line of the hydrometric

archive, with the yellow (k=0.05, m=1.9) weir equation which gave the best fit.

Finally, confidence in this outflow relationship was extended by solving flows over
a range of Manning’s n parameter (0.01–0.07) to yield water depth, and thereby
stage hydrographs, at the Munlyn (inflow) gauge. A relatively high Manning’s n of
0.05 for the channel gave the best correlation between the recorded event and its
modelled simulation in respect of attenuation time and stage peak (Fig.49).

The reduced CFD mesh totalled 4958 elements at an average of 2.6 nodes per
hectare.
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Figure 49: Calibration of Munlyn and Buttington flows. The numerical representation of the
reach was calibrated against a 40-hour real (Mar 2008) bank-full flood wave (blue and
magenta). The modelling engine achieved reasonable calibration against hydrometric archive
in respect of inflow, outflow, and 5-hour attenuation times. Mannings n= 0.05 (yellow and
turquoise) gave the best fit.

4.2 Overbank Storage (Model 2): 400 cumecs Steady-State Flow
To test the effect of a range of experimental porous floodplain structures on the
shallow water flowing over them, a high magnitude steady-state inflow discharge
of 400 cumecs was offered to high precision models of the same Munlyn–
Buttington sub-reach. Such discharge relates (by archive rating equations) to the
October 1998 flood which was estimated to be a c. 20RP event. This event was
known from local IDB records to have just overtopped the exceedance threshold of
the embankment defence system at the Rhydesgyn outflow of the study site.
Where possible, primarily for consistency and simplicity, but also for expedient
change of both terrain parameters and of computational CFD mesh, the terrain
and flow systems of distributed model elements were again kept identical. The
CFD mesh totalled 74,548 elements at an average of 37 nodes per hectare. The
performance of the 2D model under steady-state flow over six experimental
terrains (Table 14) was recorded.
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Ref

Table 14: Six alternative rough terrains (Legend: ‘Lats’ = lateral porous structures; ‘LBPL’=
Longitudinal bankside rough porous levees; ‘LBPG’ = Longitudinal bankside rough porous
levee with gaps)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Description
Baseline
PIDB course + levees
PIDB+ Farm Courses & Levees
As above 3+ intermittent levees
As above 3 –‘form-friction’ only
As above 3 – ‘roughness’ only

File
mb5-612
mb5-610
mb5-720
Mb6-720
mb5-720-F1
mb5-720M1

Name

Terrain

Loman
Himan1
Himan2
Himan3
Him3-F1
Him3-M1

Pasture
Lats @ 1km + levees by form
Lats @ 0.5km + LBPL
Lats @ 0.5km + LBPG
Lats x 0.5+LBPG by Form
Lats x 0.5+LBPG by ‘Rough’

Parameters
Elev
Mann
None
.035/.05
Pyramids
.035/.05
Rhomboid 5-10
Rhomboid 5-10
Rhomboid Low
Low
5-10

For such relatively high-precision models, simple boundary conditions were
invoked. Such approach is expedient for resolving even antecedent ‘in-channel’
flows through dense models, and so fixed inflow discharge was pointed at fixed
outflow stage (i.e. in preference to the outflow weir equation tested in section 4.1
(Fig. 48). The first model served as a baseline for the subsequent comparative
analysis of the rougher terrains. The pegged outflow stage was reduced
incrementally and pragmatically by 0.1 m as floodplain roughness was increased.
In terms of productivity, reasonable equilibrium was established routinely for each
model after two days of computation.
4.2.1 Base Terrain “Loman”

(File: mb5-612): This ‘baseline’ model was filled

in stages to 400 cumecs discharge equilibrium. Terrain was defined by the
triangulation of a point-cloud budget of Table 11 burnt into a coarse (32 m x 32 m)
floodplain grid within a wet perimeter boundary line of 64 m spaced points (as
described Section 3.2.1). The assembled terrain points were themselves set into
the model boundary to form the computational mesh; the GIS managed terrain
point-cloud disallows acute triangles (Fig.40) and only very limited TIN smoothing
was tolerated in order not to lose control of the mesh (Fig.50). Channel and
floodplain Manning’s n were set broadly to 0.05 and 0.035 respectively (calibration
test 4.1 and Manning’s Table 10). An estimated inflow head of 7.4 m was imposed
above fixed outflow stage of 67.6 m aod; this head rose to 8.0 m as the model
solved to discharge equilibrium. Approaching equilibrium, the model was paused
and interrogated to report solved water depth at multiple (58,407) points to a
regular 12 m grid within the wet perimeter. These depth values grossed up to give
a baseline flood storage of 5.8 million m3 (Table 15).
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By way of reference, in October 1998, the peak of a similar magnitude flood
travelled from Munlyn to Buttington in approximately 5 hours, and the over-bank
duration of the hydrograph was approximately 48 hours (173,000 seconds).

Figure 50: Annotated River2D display of baseline model 'Loman'; detailed CFD mesh is in
place at proposed floodplain frictional structures but these are as yet undeveloped with
elevation and roughness parameters remaining at background values. 'X' locates the feature
illustrated in Figs. 4, 26, & 41.

Some calibration of floodplain flow was achieved by comparing the wet perimeter
of the October 1998 event (Fig.51B estimated by Munlyn rating equation Table 9 to
be c. 400 cumecs) with that predicted by 400 cumecs steady peak-flow model
(Fig.51A). Modelled extent approximates well to photographic archive (noting
position of the tree flooded in Fig.51B and just visible through the dark blue 69.7
Lidar contour of Fig.51A).
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A

B

Figure 51: Typical 0.4 m aerial photographic archive overlaying 3D Lidar of Gravel Lodge,
Leighton (location 323563, 305805, 69.7aod; marked ‘Y’ Fig.22).
Image A is marked up with Lidar water-contour (darker blue outline 69.7aod) and the (almost
identical) modelled wet perimeter (paler blue outline) of the 400 cumecs baseline event over
‘Loman’ terrain.
Image B (showing Oct 1998 event courtesy EA archive) is indicative of the use of aerial data
in model calibration (wet perimeter best estimate = 69.75aod near flooded tree top right).

A

B

Figure 52: Additional views of wet perimeters at Gravel Lodge.
Image A is a screen-grab of R2D 400 cumecs steady-state equilibrium over ‘Loman’ terrain.
Yellow dashed is archive 100RP; yellow outline is modelled flood-water surface-level (c 69.75);
vector arrows indicate main channel.
Image B is section TT through the Lidar surface with hedge, tree and water surface marked up.
(Pale blue water surface is 69.75; darker blue is 69.7). The slope at the wet perimeter is 3%
(i.e. to exaggerated vertical scale).

Thus the model was validated not only at bank-full (Section 4.1) but also at the
Leighton (Location ‘Y’) wet perimeter of a high-magnitude c. 20RP event.
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4.2.2 Rough Terrain “Himan1” (File: mb5-610): Developing the baseline model
described above, floodplain friction was increased pragmatically and incrementally
in three stages by the creation of shallow lateral weirs across the floodplain
together with further experimental porous levees along each bank of the main
channel. Taking advantage of the convenience of a spreadsheet to edit terrainpoint parameters in line groups, porous barriers to flood flow were constructed
from available terrain points to represent the physical form and associated
surface-friction of dense riparian hedges spaced, for Himan1, at c.1 km intervals,
alongside community IDB watercourses where possible. Roughness /porosity of
such hedges was imposed by:-

• adding 0.1 m to the elevation parameter of lateral-line crest points
• adding a further 0.4 m to the elevation of every third and fourth crest points to
create chains of rhomboid-pyramids (i.e. with flat crests Figs.42 and 43)
• increasing Manning’s n intermittently 50-fold and 100-fold (refer Syme, 2002)
along these lateral and longitudinal line crest-points
• marginally augmenting these pragmatic factors at two infrastructure crossings

At a new 400 cumec steady-discharge equilibrium, the model reported grid-waterdepths, and a grossed up Himan1 flood storage of 6.5 million m3 (Table 15) – an
increase of 13%. The degree and method of the roughness augment was arbitrary
and experimental, to evaluate the performance of the solving code.
4.2.3 Rough Terrain “Himan2” (File: mb5-720): The process described above
was repeated with additional lateral porous structures interspaced at 500 m
intervals (Fig.33), and with longitudinal porous levees of increased elevation and
roughness. Steady-state discharge was solved. At 400 cumecs equilibrium, the
model reported Himan2 flood storage of 6.8 million m3 (Table 15). Screen-grab
(Fig.54) illustrates the variation on the baseline Loman and Himan1 experiments.
The concept of the longitudinal porous levee, visible as a chain of crests adjacent
to main river banks, was introduced to increase main-channel conveyance
capacity benignly. (The CFD mesh, constant for all six model runs, included also
the fine geometry overlaying the initially undeveloped pasture of this second
tranche of porous structures.)
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Figure 53: Annotated River2D display of model Himan1 with floodplain frictional structures
developed in both form and roughness at average 1 km spacing alongside community IDB
lateral watercourses. Roughness colour-shade extent is clipped to 4.0 so that discharge
vectors are visible against a white background. Intermittent very high (red) Manning’s n values
are visible (top LH inset). Location 'X' (in Figs.53-57) marks the terrain feature shown in Fig.41.

Figure 54: Annotated River2D display of model Himan2 with additional floodplain frictional
structures developed in both form and roughness at average 500 m spacing. Roughness
colour-shade clipped to Manning’s 4.0 for clarity (i.e. below n=4, colour shade is white).
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4.2.4 Rough Terrain “Himan3” (File: mb6-720): The process was repeated
with no change to the parameters of the 500 m spaced lateral watercourse porous
structures, but with significant intermittent sections of the longitudinal soft levees
removed to provide main channel flow-gaps of baseline elevation and roughness
(Fig.55). At this more complex 400 cumecs equilibrium, the model reported a
grossed up Himan3 flood storage of 7.1 million m3 (Table 15) – an increase of 23%.

At most locations, the flow-gaps were located immediately upstream of lateral
watercourse outfalls, and were conceived to increase the connection between
channel and floodplain, forcing the floodplain to accommodate more flood-water
continuously in the manner of a giant SUDS feature. thereby, potentially
attenuating the stage peak of the flood (cf discussion Section 5.2).

Figure 55: Annotated River2D display of model Himan3 with intermittent gaps in the long
profile frictional levee features.
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Figure 56: Annotated River2D display of model Himan2F1 with porosity of friction features
represented by form only (i.e. by elevation as illustrated by 3D inset).

Figure 57: Annotated River2D display of model Himan2M1 with porosity of friction features
represented by roughness only.
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4.2.5 Friction by Form only “Himan2F1” (File: mb5-720-F1): The simulation
described in 4.2.3 was repeated but with Manning’s n of porous-structure nodes
reset to baseline (pasture) values . At this form-only 400 cumecs discharge
equilibrium, the model reported a grossed up, Himan2F1, flood storage of 6.7
million m3 (Table 15). This variation on the base Himan2 experiment is illustrated
by Fig.56.
4.2.6

Friction by Roughness only

“Himan2M1” (File: mb5-720-M1): The

simulation described in 4.2.2 was repeated, but this time with the elevation nodes
of porous structures reset to baseline values. At this high Manning’s n value (i.e.
roughness-only) 400 cumecs discharge equilibrium, the model reported a grossed
up “Himan2M1” flood storage of 6.3 million m3 (Table 15). This final variation on the
basic experiment is illustrated by Fig.57.
4.2.7 Floodplain storage: The solved water-depth of each of the six models was
polled at 58,407 nodes of a 12 m x 12 m grid and the resulting node-column
volumes were grossed up. Table 15 shows 10 indicative rows representative of the
whole spreadsheet calculation.
Table 15: Floodplain storage evidence and (part) calculation worksheet

Grid

File

mb5-612

Model

Loman1

Node no.

mb5-610

mb5-720

mb6-720

Mb5-720-F1

Mb5-720-M1

Himan1
Himan2
Himan3
Himan2F1
Himan2M1
12 m x 12 m node-column volume in cubic metres

79
377
596
592
157
90
0
0

92
389
609
604
134
68
0
0

134
444
668
666
137
70
232
499

83
381
601
595
128
62
0
0

126
435
657
655
161
94
0
0

100
400
622
620
136
70
233
499

cubic
metres

5805512

6544228

6809824

7129133

6670762

6344490

Increase

cubic
metres

5512

744228

1009824

1329133

870762

544490

GAIN

%

-

13%

17%

23%

15%

9%

1
2
3
4
5 - 58404
58404
58405
58406
58407
Sum
Node
‘columns’
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Water-surface elevation was polled at intervals along a floodplain long-section (red
line Fig.58A). Table 16 summarizes the storage volume and wet-perimeter results
which indicate that a storage gain of over 20% can be achieved within a wet
perimeter increase of less than 1%.
Table 16 : Floodplain storage volumes and wet perimeters compared

Munlyn Buttington
Reach

File

Volume
3
(m )

storage
% gain

wet area
(km2)

% of
base

Baseline pasture

Loman

5,805,512

-

9.05

-

Structures at community courses

Himan1

6,544,228

13

8.91

98

At all streams with long levees

Himan2

6,809,824

17

8.92

99

As above+ intermittent levees

Himan3

7,129,133

23%

9.13

101

Himan2 (Form only)

Himan2F1

6,670,762

15

8.95

98

Himan2 (Roughness only)

Himan2M1

6,344,490

9

8.95

99

A segment of the water-surface long sections of the modelled Loman and Himan
floods are illustrated in Fig.58B. The near overlay is noteworthy, and a multiple weir
effect (which gave rise to the project logo Fig. 58C) is just visible.
A

B
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himan1
himan2
himan3

Long Section Profile MB Reach
75.5
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74.5
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70.5
0
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2000
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4000
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C

Figure 58:Image ‘A’ illustrates Munlyn–Buttington long profile (red points) and grid indicative
of the 58,407 floodplain storage calculation (Table 15). Image ‘B’ shows long profiles of water
surface elevation (along the set of red points) as terrain friction is increased. The shallow weirs
of logo ‘C’ are just visible in graph ‘B’.
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4.3

1998 Hydrograph (Model 3): ‘Transient’ flow at High

Resolution
A third set of field tests were carried out adopting the high resolution (c. 37 nodes
per hectare) CFD mesh and Munlyn–Buttington 12 km sub-reach (i.e. as field test
2) but in dynamic (transient) mode. This test of the 2D process was the most
demanding and assessed particularly the performance of a spatially precise model
in respect of accuracy and productivity. Inflow was assigned to the known (400
cumecs, c. 20RP) discharge hydrograph of the 27–28th October 1998 event
(Fig.36). Outflow was assigned to an uncalibrated (i.e. temporary) weir equation
estimated from the in-channel relationships of Fig.48. The shallow water equations
of River2D were applied in transient mode over rough (Himan3) and Loman
terrains simultaneously, each model engaging the full capacity of a core of the
quad 2.5 GHz processor. This single test concluded the virtual field-work as the
analysis became limited by available computing power. The results, however,
were significant and are summarized as follows:
1. Resolution of the October 1998 inflow hydrograph using the available computer
demanded an extension of real-time by an unproductive order of magnitude,
resolving each hour of the 48-hour hydrograph in approximately 12 hours.
2. The stage levels of the modelled peaks passing Gravel Lodge were 69.62
(Himan3) and 69.66 (Loman) (Figs.59 and 60; cf also field test 2 - Fig.51), and
are indicative of low lateral impact. Modelled attenuation of the peak from
Munlyn to Gravel Lodge was extended realistically, as terrain friction increased,
by c. 2 hours.
3. Modelled outflow discharge at Buttington over Himan3 terrain (Fig.61 turquoise)
was delayed and reduced in relation to Loman (Fig.61 yellow) outflow discharge.
Such outflow hydrographs provide comparative illustration of the effect of
riparian dense vegetation.
4. The sensitivity of the outflow weir equation (run singly at 0.045 and 2.1; cf.
Fig.48) was not tested for this relatively unproductive CFD mesh (i.e. with the

10 km2 Munlyn–Buttington reach being still described at c. 37 nodes per
hectare).
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Figure 59: Cross section TT at calibration point 'Y' (323563, 305805, 69.7aod; Fig.22)
overlaying marked-up aerial photograph. Blue line is 69.7 Lidar water level, which matches
aerial photograph of 1998 wet perimeter cf Fig.51; yellow is 69.66 level of modelled 1998 peak
over Loman terrain; turquoise is 69.62, modelled 1998 peak over Himan3 terrain. This
calibration check is indicative of both the accuracy of the model and the low impact of
incremental porous weirs on flood extent.

Figure 60: Gravel Lodge stage calibration at ‘Y’: Blue is real-time Munlyn discharge. Yellow is
modelled Loman stage at location ‘Y’. Turquoise is modelled Himan3 stage at location ‘Y’.
Roughened terrain (i.e. by weirs) has not altered the wet perimeter at this calibration point.
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Figure 61: Comparative discharge hydrographs of the dynamic model of 27October 1998. Blue
is real-time Munlyn discharge. Yellow is modelled Loman Buttington discharge. Turquoise is
modelled Himan3 Buttington discharge. Rough terrain has delayed and reduced the potentially
loss-carrying peak of the event.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Summary of Field Tests
5.1.1 Channel Calibration: The numerical representation was calibrated against a
40 -hour real (Mar 2008) bank-full flood-wave. After an effective outflow condition
had been selected, channel roughness was varied from n=0.01 to 0.07. The
modelling engine achieved acceptable calibration against hydrometric archive in
respect of inflow, outflow, and 5-hour attenuation times. n= 0.05 gave the best inchannel fit.
5.1.2 Representation of Friction: Four terrains were constructed (baseline
pasture, existing stream networks, combined stream and buffer strips, and finally
including intermittent high-friction main-river features) each offering resistance to
the modelling code. In this way, high friction hydraulic features were considered in
terms of both physical form and roughness, and their performance compared.
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5.1.3 High Magnitude Steady-State Model: The modelling engine and the terrain
structure were tested further at the exceedance threshold of a 400 cumecs event
held in steady state at its peak. Flood storage volumes and wetted areas were
measured by polling water depth on a 12 m grid of over 50,000 points. Watersurface elevation was polled at intervals along a floodplain long-section to illustrate
the effect of multiple incremental weirs.
5.1.4 High Magnitude Dynamic Model: Finally simulation of a high magnitude
hydrograph was investigated. The attenuation times of flow over high and low
roughness terrain were indicative of the validity of the 2D process, and that a
model of particular resolution (c. 8- 10 nodes/ha) would be both productive and
credible.

5.2 Results
The results of the three field tests in software establish that a floodplain with
engineered hydraulic roughness has potential to increase both storage and
attenuation. The long-section in Fig.58 and the wet perimeter comparison (Table 16)
indicate increased storage (field test 2) spread evenly and thinly. By the formation
of multiple incremental shallow weirs, a 23% gain in storage, c 1,500,000 m3, was
distributed over floodplain fields. Such an increase averages to a stage gain of
0.15 m over the 10 km2 of the Munlyn–Buttington quarter-reach, in excess of the
budget estimates (Section 2.2). Furthermore, there is every indication that multiple
incremental roughness achieves attenuation without stage increase as the peak of
a dynamic event passes downstream (Figs.59 and 60). In other words, precise 2D
modelling suggests that it is indeed possible to protect “value at risk by the
engineering of longer duration peaks at lower stage levels” – the question posed in
the introduction to the project.

5.2.1 Simulation: The performance of the 2D finite element inundation model
justified its selection, and the simplicity and flexibility of the ‘ascii’ data allowed
effective connection between the hydraulic solver and the underlying irregular rural
features.
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The solved hydrographs of the transient fine-mesh models (field test 3) are
reported only at coarse intervals, but are indicative of potential accuracy. Lower
resolution meshes would allow more productive sensitivity tests, particularly of
outflow-flume weir equations. Once this sensitivity is banked, it is to be anticipated
that the passage of a flood peak and its stage can be predicted with ever greater
precision as alternative land management is tested.

In terms of the scale of the problem and of the wellbeing of communities as
quantified by insurance thresholds, such gains are of value. By connecting the
research threads of (physical) rural point-cloud density with (human) real-time
communication, science is both transparent and credible.

In broad terms, a roughened valley could achieve the exceedance budget
presented.

5.2.2 Productivity: The modelling process has indeed ‘simplified reality’ (Jones,
1997), but in one important aspect, that of productivity, further reduction in
complexity would be worthwhile even at the expense of some accuracy. At the
heart of the problem lies the terrain/rural-feature point-cloud. Field test 1 was run
at a cloud density of 2.6 nodes per hectare and could be adjusted to resolve
145,000 1-second time-steps in under 40 hours. Such 1:1 computation time would
allow a modelled flood forecast to be updated concurrently with streamed stage
data. However, the CFD mesh for field tests 2 and 3 was an order of magnitude
greater (37 nodes/ha) and resolved some ten times more slowly, at 86,000 1second time-steps (24 hours) in approximately 240 hours (c.10 days). Furthermore,
at such low (1hour:10 hours) levels of productivity, sensitivity tests of boundary
parameters become impractical.

5.2.3 Communication: It is likely that an audience of stakeholders would assign
greater credibility to a simulated outcome if the model were to resolve visibly
alongside the national gauge data-stream of the real incident – say 24 hours
streamed in c. 36 hours and within the normal 48 hour window (Fig. 62) of the
Environment Agency broadcasts.
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Figure 62: Image A: Marked up screengrab of streamed data of a recent c. 25RP damaging
event from the Llanymynech gauge (UK-EA online, River Vyrnwy 6 Feb 2011). The yellow
ellipse surrounds the zone of loss. The green dashed line is an indication of a model of such
an event with strategic upstream porous structures. This model hydrograph is shown resolving
productively – ie lagging real-time by c. 6 hours.
Image B: Un-engineered porous structure at Meifod river crossing after the same event.
Hydraulic headloss across the two hedges was recorded at c. 0.2m.

5.3 Further Development
It would be pragmatic to represent the rural feature of a field surrounded by
boundary hedges (both visually and hydraulically) at c. 8-10 nodes/ha. By way of
example, a centroid, plus.50 ‘near-boundary’ points, plus 30-50 intermediate ‘area’
points would describe an average 10 ha field effectively (i.e. at c. 80–100 nodes).
Based on the field-work of Section 4 therefore, it is not unrealistic to expect an
optimised CFD mesh to resolve in c.1.5:1 computation time. Thus, a modelled
more benign outcome would be visible to vulnerable stakeholders within a few
hours of the event peaking on their doorstep. Such real-time updating is under
consideration in UK Flood Risk Management Consortium papers (Romanowicz et
al . 2006).

5.3.1 Applicability: Such a model could be applied to any reach of any river with
a floodplain (albeit more versatile where the floodplain ‘falls’ rather than ‘ponds’).
Infrastructure river-crossings have particular development potential for flood relief
functionality. At the study site, the Camlad tributary illustrates such potential.
Riparian main-river hedges may be easier to maintain and more effective than
riverside trees.
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5.3.2 Vector Mapping:

Accredited land parcel polygons (GIS vector field

boundaries) became available as the project progressed. Polygons buffered inside
these land parcels convert boundary vector-lines into developable ‘frictioncorridors’. Methodical imposition of ‘break-lines’ constrain parameters spatially
thereby making it possible to map rural hydraulics as rigorously as that of the built
environment. The process of degradation of points along feature ‘break-lines’
necessitates a trade-off between geometry and geography (i.e. between an
irregular rural feature and its digital polygonal representation). Parameterization of
friction by both form and roughness is useful – form being the more visual;
roughness being numerically expedient.

5.3.3 Collaborative ‘Cross-science’: Modelling of agricultural buffer strips as
corridors of high hydraulic friction broadens their potential, alongside biodiversity
gain and the control of diffuse pollution (DWPA), thereby to convince riparian
landowners of the economic and social advantages of riparian stiff vegetation
crops on a small percentage of their productive hectares.

5.3.4 Computation: Modelling was performed on a system capable of 1.8G flops
(floating point operations per sec.). By addition of the latest version graphics
processing unit (GPU) to the computer, (e.g. Nvidia GTX580) a computation rate
of 1,581G flops would be achieved, allowing processing to proceed at some 800
times faster. Compilers to convert naïve software to manage parallelism are under
development (Yang et al , 2010) Thus, an update to current technology would
permit high resolution modelling in real time.

5.3.5 Model Boundaries:

Outflow boundary conditions are critical. In general

terms, historic rating curves become less reliable in the region of exceedance
flows. In field test 2, outflow stage was fixed expediently and reduced
pragmatically as friction increased. Coupling reaches by weir equations has
potential provided that the precision of the modelled CFD mesh allows productive
sensitivity tests of parameters. The Rhydesgyn outfall would be a good gauge
location for coupled analysis of the whole Upper Severn study site. As calibration
of major flow boundaries improves and as modelled hydrographs settle, additional
inflow boundaries can be assigned to minor tributaries.
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5.3.6 Sensitivity: Alongside the sensitivity of numerical parameters to achieve
precise simulation, the sensitivity of human populations to the development of their
floodplain must not be forgotten. Doorstep surveys of stage and risk would provide
useful calibration in both physical and emotional terms.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Attenuation of exceedance flows can be managed by strategic farming of stiff
vegetation. Modelled storage capacity increased by some 20% after growth of well
sited frictional structures with only minor effect on the wet perimeter. The research
goal of validating this gain by numerical analysis has been presented, and the
broader aim of stimulating attenuation research into hydraulically productive landuse has been shown to be achievable. Such management would be as
sustainable as routine cross-compliance, and as economic as routine biomass
production.
2D models have been developed for the Munlyn–Buttington sub-reach of the study
site. Calibrated dynamically against the real hydrograph of a 100 cumecs bank-full
event, a model discretized into some 5000 irregular elements (c. 2700 nodes)
indicated effective boundary and channel conditions for the coupling of such
models. Assessed at the 10 km2 wet-perimeter of a steady-state 400 cumecs peak,
models of 70,000 irregularly distributed elements (c. 37,000 nodes) yielded
effective comparison of flow over terrain as hydraulic friction was increased.
Description of friction primarily by roughness, rather than by form, resulted in more
robust numerical analysis.
Key to productive calibration of real overbank hydrographs over high-friction
designer floodplains is the optimized coarseness of the array of nodes assembled
to represent irregular rural features. Based on the current study, the point-cloud
could be degraded four-fold, provided strategic points remain anchored to vector
break-lines at land-parcel polygonal boundaries. For a 10 km2 floodplain it is likely
that a point budget of 800-1000 per km2 (8-10/ha) will allow credible dynamic
analysis of beneficial floodplain performance.
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Sensitivity analysis comprised three steps. Having extended the sub-reach model
into a V-notch flume at the (Buttington) outflow, alternative weir equation
coefficients were tested and the resulting stage hydrographs were assessed
against the hydrograph of a real event. Alternative channel roughness values were
tested to extend this calibration to the upstream (Munlyn) gauge. In view of the
interpolated bathymetry, some minor channel modification was tolerated to
achieve a match against the published Munlyn archive. To a limited extent, the
sensitivity of the 2D model was tested in respect of node-count. The sensitivity of
models to the roughness (Manning’s ‘n’) parameter was not tested, as manual
adjustment of this resistance coefficient forms the basis of the experimental field
tests. The formulation and design detail of porous structures to achieve on the
ground, the shallow weirs described in software was not investigated.
The virtual field tests of Chapter 4 suggest that representation of hydraulic friction
by a combination of form and roughness is numerically viable. However there is a
trade-off between the two objectives of the study. Within the aim of promoting
wellbeing by scientific method credible to stakeholders lies the issue of
communication. Since 2010, UK factual stage data has been streamed from many
river gauges, but the streaming of a predictive model alongside such data would
need to approach real-time to sustain attention of an audience of stakeholders.
This is achievable by an optimized combination of model mesh size and computer
capacity.
The coupling of sub-reach models hydraulically has demonstrated the potential of
2D techniques for the evaluation of floodplains large enough to deliver significant
downstream gain. Confidence in such a coupled hydraulic model is enhanced by
mid-reach calibration, in turn enabling on-line streaming of downstream effect. In
this study, the testing of inflow and outflow flumes extends to only one interface of
a single study reach. A method of increasing flow across the riparian connection
between channel and floodplain has been tested. The results indicate that flow in
the main channel will respond to increased bank roughness at critical points.
The objective of stakeholder communication has been considered in respect of
model choice and element distribution. This human issue has been shown to be
broadly compatible with the wider research goal. The value of a modelling study
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lies in its accuracy, sensitivity and credibility. By selecting a 2D (more finely
distributed) rather than a 1D (more coarsely ‘lumped’) method, confidence is
assigned to homogenous CFD equations relying on objective spatial parameter
values rather than heterogeneous bespoke weir equations of notional flow across
subjective cell boundaries. Furthermore, element distribution in a 2D model can be
developed ever closer to reality.
Whilst the CFD meshes adopted indeed represent the terrain, they are not
necessarily optimal. The distributions selected for the field tests above range from
‘effective-but-coarse’ to ‘fine-but-unproductive’. The study suggests that between
these two lies a point-cloud, yielding a computational mesh pegged to real
features, standard for all researchers, credible to (and editable by) stakeholders
and efficient for streamed communication. It is suggested that, provided such
standardization is authoritative, it would be productive in terms not only of
research time but also of the quality of river basin management.
It has been demonstrated that riparian land use can make significant contribution
to flood exceedance attenuation and that the modelling adopted is both viable and
fit for purpose. Pragmatic agricultural research now has to match software growth
with real robust biomass structures with decadal lifespan to match decadal
exceedance return periods.
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Glossary
Word
1D
2D
Argae
ascii
Biomass
Breaklines
Broad-hedge-weir
Buffer
CAP
CFD
CFD-mesh
CPU
Cross-compliance
CRUEA
cumecs
Discretization
Distributed
DTM or DEM or
Bed
DWPA
Exceedance
FEH
FF
Foreign-water
FRM
GIS
Glastir
Globalmapper
GPU
Ground-truthing
GUI
Hard/soft assets
Hecras
Himan
HN
IDB
IGES
IPCC
ISIS
Land-use
Lateral structures
LBPG

Description
One dimensional
Two dimensional
Welsh language earthen embankment or levee
American Standard Code for Information Interchange
Sustainable energy-product of land-use
GIS vector lines linking groups of GIS points often in relation to
natural terrain features
A wide (3m - 5m ) robust hedge which is porous but which holds
floodwater back and creates a shallow weir
An area surrounding a terrain feature described spatially, in this
study, by points
Common Agricultural Policy
Computational Fluid Dynamics
A set of CFD elements (often triangular or rectangular) describing
a surface spatially
Central Processing Unit
Agricultural requirements relating to payments under CAP
Climate Research Unit East Anglia University
Cubic metres per second
The process of segmenting a model
Applying to a model discretized into elements
Digital Terrain or Elevaton Model; a digital representation of the
Earth's surface excluding features such as trees, buildings, etc
Diffuse Water Pollution from Agriculture
Flow in excess of capacity
Flood Estimation Handbook (and software)
Flood Frequency
Water draining to a zone from without
Flood Risk Management
Graphical Information System
A whole farm sustainable land management scheme available to
farmers and land managers across Wales.
Low cost proprietary GIS software developed and distributed by
Global Mapper Software LLC, Colorado,80138, USA
Graphics Processing Unit
Calibration of remotely sensed data by land survey
Graphical User Interface
FRM structures; embankments are 'hard'; hedges are 'soft'
Hydraulic Engineering Centre River Analysis System
Project terminology for high Manning's n terrain
Hydrodynamic numerical
Internal Drainage Boards administering the Land Drainage Act,
1930
Institute of Geography and Earth Science, Aberystwyth University
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Proprietary UK River Modelling software by Halcrow Group Ltd
Specific to hydraulic characteristics
Features which cross the floodplain
Project terminology for Longitudinal Bankside Porous Levee with
Gaps (to control connection between main channel and its
floodplain)
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LBPL
LDA
Lidar
LLFA
Loman
Manning's n
NFF
Overbank
PC
PIDB
Piedmont
Point-cloud
Productive
Rating curve
Resilience
RP
SD
stage
Stakeholder
Steady-state
Streaming
SUDS
Terrain
TIN
Transient
TUFLOW
UK-ABI
UK-Defra
UK-EA
UK-GOV
UK-SEPA
UK-SGOV
UK-WAG
Weir equation
WFD
WRA

Project terminology for Longitudinal Bankside Porous Levee
Land Drainage Act, 1930
Light Detection and Ranging
Local Lead Flood Authority as described by the Flood and Water
Bill 2010
Project terminology for low Manning's n terrain
Coefficient describing hydraulic roughness. An increase in n value
causes a decrease in the velocity of water flowing across a surface
National Flood Forum
Discharge which exceeds the capacity of the conveyance (river)
channel
Personal Computer
Powysland Internal Drainage Board
The transition zone between plains and low relief hills
A set of vertices in a three-dimensional coordinate system
Generating benefit, speed of analysis or speed of communication
Stage -- discharge relationship (curve) eg at a gauge station or
model boundary
Indicative of vulnerabilty to flood loss
Return Period in years of a flood event indicating its risk
European Union Soil Framework Directive 2006
Water surface elevation
An interested party
Non-varying parameter (eg hydraulic flow)
Data output in real-time
Sustainable Drainage System
Bare-earth ground surface including embankments but generally
devoid of soft and built features
Triangular Irregular Network
Time-varying parameter (eg transient, unsteady, hydraulic flow)
Proprietary river modelling software
United Kingdom - Association of British Insurers
United Kingdom - Department of the Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs
United Kingdom - Environment Agency (UK-EA-FRM is flood risk
management)
United Kingdom - Central Government
United Kingdom - Scottish Environmental Protection Agency
United Kingdom - Scottish Government
United Kingdom - Welsh Area Government
Stage -- discharge relationship (equation) eg at a gauge station or
model boundary
Water Framework Directive, 2000, adopted into UK law 2003
Water Resources Act, 1991
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Appendix 1

Wellbeing and Flood Risk
The Upper Severn - a valley dominated by floods
G. A Whitworth, January 2008

Fig 1: Severn-Vyrnwy confluence Jan13 2007 event c.15% risk (author’s est)

The confluence of the Rivers Vyrnwy and Severn 20 km West of Shrewsbury
demands management of some of the highest fluvial floods in the UK. Both rivers
can exceed 650 cumecs, and their peak flows can coincide. In addition, the
discharge is quasi-tidal being throttled significantly by the Shrawardine Gorge
upstream of the Montford Guage. People and property in the area are defended in
respect of physical safety by a precise system of

mutually dependent argaes

(levees) developed over some two hundred years. However as defences have
been managed, so the risks and stress have become more dramatic: in addition,
intensive use of the valley and its watercourses has polluted floods, thereby
increasing health risk from diffuse highway, industrial and agricultural sources. As
yet, little attempt has been made to filter or attenuate out-of-channel flows,
although there is an increasing awareness of the legislative rigour of the Water
Framework Directive in government RBMP & CFMP’s [Env. Agency Babtie Scoping
2002 & Making Space for Water Defra 2005, etc].
Gauging stations are remote and omit the significant Camlad, Rhiew, Trewern and
Morda sub-catchments. Historical records exist for Shrewsbury floods from the
thirteenth century, but extrapolation to the confluence is difficult due to
dramatically different concentration times of the Welsh hills. Flood-flow and flooddefence records for the area are sketchy and the majority of documentation is not
yet in the public arena.
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Box 1

Study Site
Within the argae system, there are four lowlying ‘basins’:- Trewern (pale-blue), Pool
Quay (blue), Llandrinio (red) and Criggion
(green). Except in the vicinity of a (now
disused) military communications site, all
defences are designed to overspill. Duration
of overspill is not controlled. A disused
railway embankment (North/South, marked
black) has a significant hydraulic influence
on out-of-channel flows. Downstream (east)
of the confluence, the Melverley/Loton
washlands
are
not
comprehensively
defended.
Pragmatic development of the argaes since
1795 has achieved effective control of main
river peaks below 65.5 aod (in the south) at
a shallow grade of (approximately) 1000:1.
Within the basins, some ancient centrally
situated homes have vulnerable doorstep
levels c.61 aod. The insurance industry
effectively proscribes c. 1.5% risk to modern
standards of defence.

The Basins of the Severn-Vyrnwy Confluence
[Map courtesy OS Edina service]

Politically the confluence is the responsibility of WAG; locally it is managed by the
public/private statutory Powysland Internal Drainage board under the EA as ‘leadoperating-authority’. Fear of inundation is well founded: in 1960, approaching
5000 animals perished in a catastrophic flood.
Box 2

Red House Farm, Pool Quay
(Sun 13th Dec 1960)

One week after the disastrous flood.
Mr DW Hudson lost 94 cattle, 80
sheep, 24 pigs and 400 head of
poultry.
“I was in the Somme in the first
world war but this was the worst
night I have ever experienced”, said
Mr Hudson recalling the terrible
night of Dec 3-4. Throughout that
night, the cries of his drowning
animals never ceased
[Picture and caption courtesy County Times
Archive]
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Data Sources
Presentation & argument of public affairs relies on data established in the public
domain (a dynamic source continually expanding through education, technology
and political influence). If data is not in the public arena, debate of risk lacks
credibility. Sources currently available are
Box 3

1.

RMED Abermule (Severn Catchment x 570km2 upstream by +25km & by +25m aod)
o 1960 – 1994: 34 year AM series from 98 to 617 cumecs

2.

RMED Llanymynech (Vyrnwy catchment x 790km2)
o 1971 – 1993: 22 year AM series from 155 to 540 cumecs

3.

RMED Montford (Severn & Vyrnwy 2000km2 combined catchment)
o 1952 – 1994: 42 year AM series from 207 to 470 cumecs

4.

Environment Agency (EA) Hydrometric data at Pool Quay guage G
o 1984 – 2006 22 year peaks from 64.3 to 65.7 (bank level = 64.0)

5.

Comparative UK catchment parameters
o RMED and DDF FEH catchment-descriptors (CD’s) for pooling

6.

Allegoric historic Shrewsbury archive [CBHE record (sort courtesy GA – Bewdley)]
o 1258 – 1960 analysed CBHE list of some 55 events. Referring also to EA
published hierarchical data of recent Welsh Bridge peaks, it is estimated that
some 40 prior events exceeded the flood of 29 Oct 1998. Extracting 25% [PIDB
est by pers comm] Vyrnwy dominant events, indicates that 65.7 (ie Oct 98 stage)
has been approximately a 1:30 year event for Pool Quay. (For reference later in
respect of well-being, 65.7 at Pool Quay Guage is c.50mm below historic
Rhydesgyn overspill). For visual assessment, a view was taken of historical flows
and a value assigned +/- 50 cumecs (See Table 2).

7.

Contemporary survey (PIDB 2005-2008)
o The flow through the ‘pour-point’ CC against the Pool Quay embankment
(marked ‘Offa’) is the sum of channels A & B which are known. Thus the Guage
levels at G were converted from stage (m) to flow Q (cumecs) by the formulae
Q(c)=(guage-58.7)*30*0.9+(guage-63.7)*240*0.35+(guage-64)*240*0.3
&, by regression, Q(rhyd) = 0.73*Q(aberm) + 207

Within the scope of a short report, attention is focused on the inundation frequency of the
Pool Quay south-eastern defence (Tirymynach-Rhydesgyn, adjacent to the ‘pour-point’ CC
in Fig ) which presents a 3.5 km overspill weir to the main (Severn) river in flood. In
broad terms, the defended community within the basin will be unaffected if the return
period of c. 4.8 million cubic metres overspill is limited to 75 years [Pers comm PIDB].
Therefore the statistics of the upstream (flow & level time-series) are examined against
historical data to test the hypothesis that 65.7 (at G) is a c. 1:30 (3%) risk. To establish
site-data from available recent records, a spreadsheet was built to obtain a flow series
from post 1960 records.
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Box 4

S
N
South-North long section through Pool Quay Basin.
Dark blue overspill storage can accommodate 4-5 million cubic metres before significant loss. Pale
blue represents feasible, transient, SuDS storage (albeit not yet under consideration).

Data Development : A Time Series Dataset for the Severn at Rhydesgyn
(marked C in Fig 2)
Box 5

Spreadsheet Conversion
EA (annual max) guage levels at guage
G were converted [ref 7 above] into flow
(cumecs), and compared to annual
maxima
at
Abermule
for
the
documented period 1984 to 1994
(during which records overlapped). The
series was then filled by extrapolation to
give a complete data-set of the flow at
‘pour-point’ CC in cumecs from 1960 to
2006. This 46 year set of annual
maxima was prepared for export and
analysis both as a single site and within
a pool of analogue sites (to increase the
effective time-length of the sample).
The max, min, mean & median of the
above calculated set (for channel C)
were 673, 223, 380 & 370 cumecs
respectively. (see appendix)

Fig 2

In particular, the (3-4% ‘historic-risk’) flood of October 1998 (29th highest in 200+ years
on record in Shrewsbury and gauged 65.7 aod at Pool Quay) converted by regression to a
flow of 460 cumecs at Rhydesgyn CC.
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Flood Frequency Analysis

Fig 3 Abermule (gauged)

Fig 4 Abermule within (unguaged)
Rhydesgyn

Fig 5 Rhydesgyn and Abermule
within gauged Montford

The dataset derived by (above) regression analysis of Pool Quay and Abermule data is
particular, but short and narrow. Software tools are available to introduce ‘analogue’
catchments to a subject site – in particular WINFAP - which supports and automates FEH
procedures

[Robson & Reed, 1999].

Therefore to assess risk at CC, a new ‘unguaged-site’ was

created in WINFAP at Grid-ref 3278 3149. The catchment pouring to this location was
painted by FEHCDROM1999 (Fig4 above). At 980 km2 it includes Abermule’s 570km2
(from which some data was derived). Catchment Descriptors were exported to WINFAP
for single-site and pooled analyses. Flood Frequency Curves in Figs 7, 9 & 11 were
constructed.
A tenuous 46-year dataset is unlikely to be credible beyond 5-10% risk, and so WINFAP
was invited to report on both 40 year RP (for a statistical view of the ‘historical-augment’
data), and then 80 year RP (for its association with hypothetical ‘wellbeing’). In each
case, if uncensored by WINFAP, catchments 54005 (Severn at Montford), 54028 (Vyrnwy
at Llanymynech) and 54014 (Severn at Abermule) were included in the comfort zone of
‘extra’ years. Both L & GL curves were processed with FEH technique for L-moment ratios,
and the L-value was carried forward for argument. FEH notes “when selecting a
distribution, choose one with less parameters if a reasonable fit can be achieved”. Q-med (370

cumecs) of the source 46 year dataset was defined, and the FF curves constructed from
which the fittings in Table 1 were extracted. For assessing risk to new development, the
conservative GL-value is more appropriate.
Table 1 RP15, RP40 & RP80 values returned by GL-LMOM
FF
Analysis
Rhydysgyn

Historic
Single Site
Pool 1
Pool 2

Length
Years
800
46
750
900

Q-Med
cumec
370
370
370

Data Quality
RP

40
80

L-CV/L

Homo
Homo

SD LCV

Hetero
Hetero
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Q (Cumecs)
G Z-Fit

-1.5
-0.06

RP15

RP40

RP 80

491
536
538

460
534
601
600

564
646
648

Notes
Estimated cumecs
Derived cumecs
550yr pool rejected

Single-Site and Pooled Group Analysis Graphs

[Data process courtesy WINFAP-FEH]

Box 6

Fig 6 46 year Time series

Fig 7 Single-Site L & GL curves

Fig 8 40 yr RP Pooling Group Lengths
Fig 9 40RP L & LG FFCurves

Fig 10 80 yr RP Pooling Group Lengths
Fig 11 80RP L & LG FFCurves

•
•

Figs 6, 8 & 10 are indicative of the data derived and pooled for analysis.
Figs 7, 9 & 11 (summarised in Table 1) show L & GL model distributions.
Historic-augment values [viz York & Perth, Macdonald] could introduce the
characteristic ceiling of a sigmoid distribution between the L & GL curves, and
so be worthy of more detailed data collection.
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Wellbeing
The Water Framework Directive aspires to ‘Good-Water’ ; the concept of wellbeing
implies good mental, physical, and economic health. None of these good’s demand
argument, however all are undermined by water which is out of control in respect
of quality and/or quantity. Whilst the risk to physical health from soiled water is
significant, documented [Kay et al] and regulated [EU Fresh-water Fish & Bathingwater Directives 76/160/EEC etc], recent work on the psychological impact of
living under threat may be exposing the tip of a larger iceberg [Reacher et al,
2004] . “Findings demonstrate that even relatively small, localised flood

events may seriously disrupt people’s lives and have a significant impact
upon their physical but particularly their mental health andwell-being”.
[Tapsell 2007]. So, until challenged, the pragmatic insurance threshold (c. 1.5%
risk) could stand also as a benchmark of public-well-being, under threat in respect
of happiness, health and prosperity as headlined below:-

Box7

Threats to Wellbeing
1. Happiness
• Stress of living under continual risk
• Demotivation of authorities and communities alike
• Contentious dispute of ‘Lateral-Impact’ & civil disobedience
2. Health
• Agri-FIO’s scoured by high flows
• Contaminated sediment
• Uncontrolled discharges from ‘CSO’s
3. Prosperity
• Cost of dispute. In recent months, for the first time ever, flood-impactdispute has travelled to the High Court in search of resolution [PINS
Inspectorate Cardiff May2008]

•
•

Stability of tenure
Unsaleable homes become slums
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Conclusions
Thus the water engineer contributes to the community. Water is only cheap while
it is clean. Sadly washing water with more water does not make it clean.
re Sources
•

Local measured data would complement both the ‘historic-augment’ and
derived time series.
Re Statistics
•

Having no critical infrastructure, the subject site of this report is not
pragmatically affected by extreme high or low flows, rather by management of
intermediate 1.5% - 3% risk. FEH’s rule of thumb is “better to tolerate
heterogeneity than to use too few data” (heterogeneity being more likely
as the pool is extended to take account of extreme high flow), but FEH warns

“that estimation of Qmed from CD’s is inappropriate in many
situations”. The General Pareto model applied to a long time-series of the

River Perth is considered credible [Macdonald 2005] , but for the Severn 800
year set, as yet loose historical estimates could undermine confidence.
Therefore fittings other than L & GL were not considered, and linear L-modelfittings, only, were tabled. In general terms, there may be a case for compiling
augmented datasets of all catchments with worthy historical data so that
Dundee’s CBHE data [Black & Law 2004] & Macdonald’s multi-method be
made available to future study of the Severn-Vyrnwy confluence. “The

greatest benefit would be through the use of the two methods
[augmented & pooled] in tandem allowing analysis on the potential
probability estimate differences. Essentially this provides a greater
degree of reliability to the estimates produced, particularly for rare
floods.” [Macdonald et al, 2004]

By way of example, from River Ouse study
(GL FFcurve York courtesy Macdonald et al, 2005),
inclusion of long RP historic floods suggest a
ceiling for high magnitude events, and, thus
perhaps, attainable attenuation goals.
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•

•

•

Hydrology

o Historic records assign 3–4 % (30 – 25 RP) risk to a 460cumec event at
Pool Quay. At the same risk, analysis of local data suggests a flow some
25% higher (Table 1). Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume good
defence (of wellbeing) against a 1.5% event should be able to handle
flows of over 600 cumecs. Duration is, of course, critical to a basin
which fills, and assuming (for this brief conclusion) an hydrograph crestlength of 16 hrs (60% x 1960 & 130% x 1998 [author’s est]), the 140
(600 – 460) currently uncontrolled cumecs could be assigned as
follows
 c. 70 cumecs overspill during the 16 hour hydrograph-crest (ie
<4.5Mm3 available basin storage)
 c. 70 cumecs, ie balance, to be engineered out by upstream
attenuation before 2040
Wellbeing
o Rigorous application of WFD ‘good’ (thereby linking quantity with
quality) will consign ‘nights worse than the Somme’ to a safe home
in history books.
o Confidence built on derivations from over-worked data is vulnerable, but
such study is a start. During the 32 years (ie to the next 1.5% event
and within six cycles of WFD review),
 local annual data can be harvested.
 Well sited farmed upstream flow-attenuation could yield both
valuable energy and filtration (of diffuse pollution).
 Space within Pool Quay ‘Made-available-for-Water’ [Defra 2003
aspiration], can be effectively controlled, without negative
impact on community wellbeing.
Action. Would that implementation were as simple as hypothesis !!!
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Table 2: Filled Rhydesgyn Time-Discharge Series
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